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Benjamin's Battle.
( Contin ued fr om October No .)

~UST then there was a loud tap at the door. It was the
~e, servant, come to tell Mr. Gin sberg that his sister was
waiting for him on the veranda, and asking him to come out
immediately.
" Father has suffered another stroke, and is dyin g," she
said as soon as she saw him. The sad news, broken to him
so suddenly, staggered him, but in a few moments he gathered
his thoughts, and, quickly saying to his sister, "Hasten home
to mother, and I will hurry to the doctor and bring him with
me," he rushed down the street. In a few minute s Benjamin
entered his gloomy home with the doctor, who, after closely
examining the father, sadly shook his head, saying: "He may
live yet a few days, but is past recovery."
I shall not attempt to paint the picture of that little group
near the bed-side, all eagerly and imploringly looking into
the face of the physician, hoping to catch some gleam of hope
from his eyes. Let the masters undertake ,it and do it justice, if they can.
Slowly and sadly the hours crept along, plunging one after
another into the mysterious ocean of eternity, until now it
was night again. 'Twa s Friday night, the happie st of all
the week, for on that night every pious Jew casts from himself
the burdens and toil s of six weary days, attires himself in his
best apparel, and with song and prayer welcomes in the bride
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Sabbath. The lighted candles, symbolizing light and happiness,
were on the c~ntre of the table, and at the head of it were the
twisted loaves; but the father could no more offer over them
the accustomed blessing to the God that bringeth forth bread
from :the soil. This night the duty devolved on Benjamin,
who, with tearful eyes and choked voice, performed the beautiful rite.
After supper was over and grace had been chanted (in
which the father still Jed), the old man began conversing with
his son. "You see, Bennie," he s·aid; " I shall soon depart
from this world and be gathered ·unto my fathers. In your
care I leave your mother and sisters, and I delight in thinking
what help, what joy, and consolation you will be to them.
But of one thing especially do I wish to speak to you, and
that is of your marriage. A shadchan [matrimonial agent]
has been here and proposed Rabbi Siev's daughter as a wife
for you. Now, I wish to tell you that your mother and myself
will feel greatly honored to be connected with the family of
Rabbi Siev, and your sisters will thereby be greatly aided in
procuring suitable husbands for themselves. Hence, if it be
pleasing ,to you, my son, I would ask that the marriage take
place immediately, that I, too, may share in the joy and bestow
upon you both a dying father's blessing."
Benjamin was dumb-stricken I The blow was terrible, as
it was unexpected. But, with remarkable composure, he replied, "I shall think it over during the night, and give you
answer in the morning." Once in his -room Benjamin un•
derwent a terrible mental conflict in trying to determine
what course to pursue. Shall he deal the cruel death-blow
to his dearly-beloved dying father by telling him that his
heart belongs to another-to a Christian !-or shall he, with
one mad sweep, wipe out all that makes life dear to him and
renounce his consuming love-his own dear Irene 1 " And
why," he asked himself, "should she be so hateful to my
parents? Simply because she is a Christian? Oh, Heaven!

BENJAMIN'S BATTLE.

will we never reach that state when man will cease to scorn
his brotlier with deadly hate because he interprets Isaiah
differently from him i Are not the two religions ae nearly
the same as they can possibly be without being identically
the same i Why, then, should there be such a wide gulf
between the two races? Why should we treat each other
as beings of a lower order i Becau se of this slight religious
difference? Shame I Are we not all human beings, all
children of a common ancestry, all-Jews
as well as Christians, Christians as well as Jews-made in the image of the
Creator? 'Tis the height of folly ; 'tis against the will and
intent of the good and loving God to bear such hatred to each
other. But who is to blame i The Jew. I say it boldly, the
Jew is to blame. It is that same moroseness, that same stubbornness, of which Moses complained, that has ever been the
curse of Israel. I glory in the fact that our whole nation is
equal, if not superior, to the handful of picked men at Thermopylre in courage, fidelity, and endurance; that for centuries
upon centuries we have kept the millions of our foes at bay. But
now, when these foes have become our friends, when hatred is
converting itself into love, hisses into applause, why are we
so stubborn, so sullen, as to endeavor to retard this movement
rather than hasten it? Impossible? Not at all. We are as a
few million grains of sand scattered over all the sea-shore, and
it is vain for us to hope that the world will take up our ideas,
customs, laws, &c. We are overwhelmingly in the minority,
!ind hence it is much easier, and more possible, for us to adopt
their ideas, customs, and laws, especially since w.e see of what
superior order they are. Perhaps we are the yeast of humanity,
which, left alone, is of comparatively little worth, but, if it
be mixed with the dough of humanity, will raise it to its
highest height, and, after passing through the oven of time
and experience, will come out a loaf 'both pleasing to the eye
and delicious to the taste of the Maker."
Thus, until 2 A. M., Benjamin lay awake, meditating and
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battling with himself, without reaching a conclusion·. 'Twas
a strife between love and duty!
Next morning the father, refreshed with a good night's
sleep, began, as soon as Benjamin had finished his breakfast, as
follows: " Well, Bennie, what did you decide to do last night~"
"I thought over it a good deal," answered Bennie, "and
I decided not to marry immediately, at least."
"May I ask why i " replied the father.
"Partly because I do not know the young lady, and partly
for another reason, which 'twere better not to disclose," answered Bennie.
"To the first reason I will answer that your parents know
her and her family, and that should be sufficient," replied the
father," and to your second reason I will ask, is it true, what
was told me (but I would not believe it), that you are in
love?"
" It is."
"And with a shiksy?"
"No, not a shiksy, father; but with a girl as sweet and
noble and pure as any in Israel. Not with a ' shiksy,' father,
but with my -benefactor's daughter. I have done what Moses
did three thousand years ago."
"Shiksy," dear reader, is an indefinable word. It may be
applied to all girls not belonging to the Jewish race. It is
qne of those words in which the accumulated wrath of centuries of persecution, the gall and bitterness as of the waters
of Marah, and the venom of two thousand years are poured.
"Link not your deeds with those of our prophet Moses.
Would that yon had but a small fraction of his holiness and
virtue. You would then not be torturing your father on hie
death-bed. Besides, from all appearances, even his married
And what have you heard of his
life was not the happiest.
sons? See what offices Aaron's sons held; with what were
Moses' sons honored i Think of the offspring of such an union.
What will your children be ? "

BENJAMIN'S

BATTLE.
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Before Benjamin could reply to this last . remark the doorbell rang, and a moment after Mr. Ellsworth entered.
"Mr. Ellsworth, father," said Benjamin, introducing him.
"You are a God-send, sir, and I am delighted to meet you,"
cried the old man. " It is to you alone on earth I look for
help; yon alone of men can alleviate the pangs of a dying
father. Excuse me, sir, for not permitting yon to speak, but I
will not be interrupted until I have told you all. My son
has fallen in love with your daughter, and contemplates
marrying her. Sir, I oppose it with all the strength that is
in me, and I hope you do likewise. Promise me, sir, that you
will not allow him to enter your home again, nor assent to
his marrying your daughter. Let youi: daughter choose from
the host of excellent young Christian men, and my son from
the daughters of Israel. Let us but part them now; time
will heal their wounds. Promise me, good sir; promise me."
"Mr. Ginsberg," replied Mr. Ellsworth, "your wishes are
mine, and I do, in your presence, forbid your son Benjamin to
come to my home again."
"Blessings on thee I " cried Mr. Ginsberg. " May you and
your wife live to realize all that you hope of your daughter;
may she marry happily, and live a long and useful life."
With this Mr. Ellsworth departed, and Benjamin retired to
his room.
Tuesday night Mr. Ginsberg breathed his last. After a
week's mourning Benjamin went out to seek employment,
which he soon found in a large dry goods store. He toiled
ceaselessly to support his mother and sisters, and they in their
turn tried to make him happy and cheerful, as he was wont to
be; but no-he would not be comforted. Two months thus
passed, and never was a smile to be seen on his face. But at
t~e end of that time one afternoon he came home mirthful,
and, try as he would, he could not conceal his joy. The cause
of it was (as is ·now known) he had learned of Irene's whereabouts, for she had been sent away to some boarding-school
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in Georgia. He began corresponding with her, and late in
August there appeared the following notice in the Winston
(N. 0 .) Courier:
"Mr. Benjamin Ginsberg and Miss Irene Ellsworth, both
of Charleston, S. C., were married this morning in the parlor
· of Rev. H. C. Glazebrook."
And thus the battle ended.
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A Brideof the North.
BY LEWIS

L. JENNINGS.

E were still lying-to, amid the great ice-fields. On every
side stretched the almost unbroken plain. By climbing
up into the fore-top, away to the southwest I could see a faint
strip of blue ocean, but even this was being rapidly blocked
by a huge floe approaching from the southeast. Some distance away, to the east, rose the snow-covered mountains of
Greenland, glittering in the rays of the fast sinking sun and
magnificent in the splendor of their solitary grandeur.
The long northern night was swiftly approaching, for, in
a week at the outside, the sun would go down behind the
great ice plains, and darkness would reign over the northern
sea for the next six months.
The wind still held from the south, and as long as it did
so I knew that it would be impossible for the yacht to work her
way towards the souther~ ocean. Thi s southerly wind had
been blowing for week or more, and the ice-fie]~ had grown
to such an enormous proportion that it would have taken a
stiff gale from the north several days to have broken it up
sufficiently for us to escape.
The floes had already lifted our stout little bark partly
out of the water-in fact, the bow of the " North Star" was
clear, and this, together with her decided list to port, made
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it extremely disagreeable for us all. However, Captain
Weston said that, if the wind continued from the south, in a
short while she would be entirely out of the water and would
rest upon an even keel. I prayed that this might be the case,
for it was clear to all by this time that we would be compelled to spent! the winter in these cold seas, and we wanted
to be as comfortably fixed as possible.
For the next few days the wind continued strong from the
south, and even the most hopeful finally gave up in despair.
By this time the " North Star " had been forced completely
out of the water, and, thanks to her peculiar shape and the
stout supports which had been placed around her, she was
resting upon an even keel.
Captain Weston afterwards told me that he had built his _
yacht (if I may so call her) with an idea of just such an
emergency as this, and that on four former voyages, when he
had been compelled to winter in the Arctic regions, she had
successfully stood the tests. In each instance, instead of
being crushed by the grinding ice, she bad been lifted by it,
uninjured, and ready at any moment to continue her voyage.
The sun was rapidly nearing the horizon now, and would
sink on the following day, so Captain Weston said.
"Don't look so blue," he remarked to me, with a laugh.
"The magnificence of the sun-set to-morrow will amply repay
us for all our hardships. Look at those mountains yonder and
those great icebergs, all golden and glittering white against
the sky I Can there be anything more beautiful 1"
The scene was truly grand and awful, and a feeling of
utter weakness and loneliness took possession of me, as I saw
our little vessel hemmed in between the great foe-fields. On
the east great mountains raised their snow-crowned summits
to the heavens, while in all other directions the same dreary,
unbroken plains extended, until their whiteness blended with
the ruddy glow of the sun-set sky.
The rest of the day was spent in getting things all ship-
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shape and secure. Extra supports were placed ·around the
''North Star," to prevent her rolling in case of high wind. As
it afterwards turned out, it was well that the Captain took
these extra precautions.
When I went on deck the next morning I found it extremely cloudy; a light wind blew from the northeast, and
small snow-squalls occurred off and on during the forenoon.
A little after noon, however, the wind shifted, and the weather
cleared off (much to my delight), for I had a great desire to
witness such a glorious scene as Captain Weston had described to me. The sailors, too, were glad, for they considered
it an ill omen if the sun went down behind heavy clouds.
A little before the time all hands crowded on deck to take a
last, long look at the great glowing orb, which was so soon to
disappear. The cold was intense, but I climbed up into the
fore-top, and, securing myself there as firmly as possible,
awaited the great event.
It was indeed a .scene too grand and beautiful for description, and might have been the fantastic dream of some visionary painter, whose imagination soared among heights sublime
and far beyond the boundaries of human skill and daring.
Above, the sky gleamed a deep and lovely blue, while
clouds of palest pink, deepening to brilliant red, flitted slowly
across the great expanse. The summit of the large ice peak
away to the north of us was crowned with a ring of vapor,
which showed all the brilliant colors of the rainbow, while
from this crown of gorgeous beauty projected the majestic
head of the berg, glistening and sparkling like myriads of
diamonds under the brilliant rays of the fast dying sun.
All the mountains around were dyed in the same deep
crimson, and their hoary heads flashed back the same beautiful colors, as if in farewell greeting to the departing " king
of day." The plains about, for miles and miles, reflected the
light in lovely prismatic flashes of fire, as the vast floe rose and
fell with the slight swell of the restless waters. A great
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shaft of light falling from the upper edge of the glowing orb
formed a wide and ever-increasing path of beauty across the
broad expanse-a pathway which was a mass of scintillating
:flashes that alternated from fiery red to palest azure.
My brain reeled with excitement as my eyes drank in the
glorious panorama, and my thoughts turned in reverence to
the Lord of All, as I gazed and gazed in enraptured meditation on the sublime scene.
The sun was almost down now, and enthroned, as it were,
like a dying though victorious monarch, on a great mass of
purple and scarlet clouds, whose edges were lined with sheets
of gold, that :flashed like the vivid lightning. In the zenith
the clouds we.re becoming darker, as if mourning the departure of the "god of light," and contrasted strangely with the
great waves of fire and brilliant hues which lit up , the distant
horizon.
Gradually the great streamers of light faded, and the scene
took on a more soin bre aspect. Then, with a parting benediction, as it ~eemed, the sun went down behind the ice-hills, and
the reign of the night had commenced ; though for a long
while the sky was tinted a faint and tender rose pink, which
gradually disappeared and gave way to the gray twilight of
these high latitudes.
For some moments not a man of us spoke, when suddenly
the entire crew, as if moved by some strange impulse, burst
into song, and these old and familiar words echoed and reechoed among those cold and silent cliffs:
" Praise God, from whom all blessings flow,
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host,
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost."
. The weather now grew very cold, and we seldom left the
yacht. Time hung heavy on our hands, but the innumerable
jokes and the hearty . good humor of our Captain served to
pass many a pleasant hour for us.
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Things proceeded in this manner for nearly two months,
and nothing unusual happened. Onr hunting parties had
little success upon their trips, but several exciting adventures,
up and down the barren coast.
I had begun to hope we would spend the winter without a
single severe storm, for we had not yet experienced any high
winds at all; but my hope was doomed to disappointment.
A fresh wind, which had greatly moderated the temperature, had been blowing from south-southwest for several days;
but one morning it suddenly shifted and commenced to blow
a gale from the northeast. It gradually increased in strength,
and in a few hours attained the violence of a hurricane. I
was extremely anxious, for fear the floe would break, and
that the vessel's sides would be driven in by jagged masses of
floating ice.
Worn out and tired, I had turned in, and was sleeping
soundly, in spite of the storm, when I was suddenly awakened
by the most appalling crash I ever heard. The vessel was
being tossed violently to and fro, and the roar of the storm,
mingled with the creaking and the straining of the tackle,
was frightful to hear. It was apparent that the floe had
broken µp, and that we were drifting on a great cake of ice,
for the yacht was pitching with the waves and in rapid motion,
yet there were no waves breaking against her sides.
The gale continued until next day about noon, when it
rapidly died away and the sky cleared off.
When I went on deck I found that the floe had drifted a
great distance, and finally jammed between two enormous
icebergs; so there we were, imprisoned, while on either side
of us rose the towering walls of ice.
The moon at this moment came from behind a cloud and
rendered the scene as bright as day. Judge our surprise
when we saw, barely a half-mile away, a large vessel, partly
crushed and overturned upon the ice, her masts broken, and
a huge rent in her sides. Not a sign of life was visible,
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though I thought I could detect the barking of a dog. A
rescue party was hurriedly formed, and, under the command
of Captain Weston, we hastened over to the wreck.
Upon climbing on board we7ound the bodies of several
sailors on the deck, but, stepping over them, we hastened on
to the captain's cabin.
There we found the body of the commander, whose heart
was still beating faintly. After forcing a little brandy between his clenched teeth, we bundled him up, and several
men hastened him over to our vessel.
"He looks like an old friend of mine," said Captain Weston.
"I've seen that face somewhere."
On entering the next room I was dumb-founded to find the
insensible body of a fair young girl. With a cry of horror
I sprang forward, and, lifting her arm, I was overjoyed to
find her pulse beating strongly. We hurried her over to the
"North Star," and, under the most careful treatment, she
soon revived. "Papa, I am cold," were her first words, as
she opened her eyes.
"But faith, ye're warm now," said honest old Pete
McCabe, as be handed her a toddy; "swallow this, an' shure
ye niver tasted the loikes of it. 'Twas made in ould Oireland.'.'
Several hours elapsed before the father came to, and the
young girl, under the influence of a narcotic, slept soundly
all the while.
The wounded man finally revived, and, on inquiring for
his daughter, was overjoyed to know that she was safe and
uninjured. Captain Weston had a long talk with him, and
emerged from the sick man's cabin with his jolly face
wreathed in smiles. "I told you I knew him," he said to
me. "Why, it's none other than old Silas Beverly, a schoolmate of mine at Yale; and it's his daughter Hilda with him.
God bless her pretty face I "
"And she-what is she doing up here¥" I inquired.
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"Just cruising with her father, when they got nipped while .
starting for the south, just as we did. The storm did the
rest, my boy."
Miss Beverly was a charming conversationalist, and gave
me a complete account of the storm and how she had sai1ed
with her father, on all his voyages, since she was a child.
Late that evening the dead sailors were buried by loving
hands, and, after the chaplain had performed the solemn
funeral ceremony, Miss Beverly stood by and, sobbing as she
watched the shrouded forms sink beneath the cold waves,
called each by his name.
"They were brave," she said, with a eigh; "they gave their
lives for me."
The entire crew fairly idolized her, and her conquest of old
Pete McCabe was complete. "Shure, Mister Cameron," said
the old tar to me one day; "she's a foine lass, and I'm thinking there'll be a weddin' aboard, faith, sir"; and he turned
away with a wink of his good-natured blue eyes.
She and I spent a great deal of our time together, either in
making short excursions over the ice . or reading our favorite
authors to each other in the ship's library. In this way the
weeks passed rapidly away, and we came to know and to understand one another as if we had been acquainted for years.
The only thing that seemed to mar her happiness was her
father's health, which appeared to be on the decline, but
Hilda herself becam·e more beautiful every day.
"Faith, ye're a queen," said old Pete to her one morning,
and she blushed at the rough but sincere compliment.
Many aud happy were the hours I spent with her, and little
by little I came to realize each day that she was growing
dearnr and dearer to me. I could not bear to be away from
her, and I think both her father and Captain Weston noticed
it. One evening, as she was singing a ,quaint old Spanish
love song for the captain, and her, glorious voice was stirring
new emotions in my soul, t_he knowledge came to me that I
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loved her, and it came in a great flood that overwhelmed me
completely . Once, as she lifted her star-like eyes to mine,
she caught my burning gaze, and in that glance she read the
secret of my heart, for with cheek;; flushed and eyes downcast
she finish.ed her song.
I was in a delirium of delight and doubt. Did that tell-tale
blush mean that she loved me, or--I
dared not think. In
· the morning I would tell her of my love and lay my heart at
her feet; it was her's, to do with as she would.
That night, when she told me good-night, her little hand
trembled in my own, and I lifted it to my lips.
"Oh! don't, Mr. Cameron," she cried, and, snatching her
baud away with a half-offended and yet beseeching look in
her eyes, she went to her cabin.
My brain was in a perfect whirl, and little did I sleep that
night. My blood bounded through my veins in mad leaps,
and my only thoughts were of Hilda.
The next day at
breakfast she was so quiet and reserved that I thought she
was displeased, and, of conrse, I felt miserable. But when I
caught her lovely eyes fixed upon me, with a look of yearning
and of doubt in their liquid depths, I resolved, then and there,
that I would speak to her at the first opportunity. That opportunity came sooner than I had expected.
Late that evening the brilliant colors of the aurora began
to play in the northern sky, and the whole crew was on deck
watching the magnificent spectacle.
"Where is Miss Beverly?" I asked the captain.
"In the main saloon," he answered. "Go bring her up; I
know she would enjoy it."
I found her standing by one of the broad windows, where
she had a splendid view of the flaming heavens. She did not
hear me as I came in, and I paused for a moment to drink in
her supernatural beauty. I had always thought she was beautiful, but never had she seemed so lovely, as when I saw her
standing there, bathed in the crimson glow, her sweet face
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upturned to the sky. Like an angel she looked, as she stood
in the mellow light, with a halo of bright colors around her.
I approached her as if in a dream. " Hilda," I said, as I
leaned over her shoulder; " Hilda ." A long sigh escaped her
as she turned her fair face to me, all wet with tears. Just
then our hands met, and I drew her to me. " Hilda, my
love," I whispered;" I love you, my darling; I love you."
She trembled and strove to release herself, but I held her
tightly, and, feeling her heart throb against mine, as I
looked into her great beautiful eyes, my soul went out to her
in love.
"Hilda," I said hoarsely, "I love you dearly; ~nswer me,
sweetheart-say that you love me."
An age seemed to pass, and then, with a smile, she shyly
lifted her lovely face to mine, and I kissed her. "Let me
hear you say it, Hilda; tell me that you love me," I said.
"Love you, Lionel? I worship you," was her answer.
When we told Captain Weston and her father, both of the
old sea-dogs solemnly said "Amen."
The days and weeks passed swiftly to us then, and soon
the red tint in the southern sky heralded the return of the
glorious sun.
" Only one more day," said Captain Weston, " and we'll
see the sun."
The sailors were wild with joy, and capered about on the
ice like wild men. Then the whole crew united in singing,
"Home, Sweet Home."
That evening Captain Beverly seemed worse, and he called
us to him.
"Children," he said; 1' I feel that I cannot live to see
England again, and I want to see you two made one before
I die. Can we not have a wedding at the sun-rise?"
"My queen 1" I asked, looking at Hilda.
"It is with you, my lord," she answered, in her own sweet
way. And so it was arranged.
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On the following day,just before sun-rise, we all proceeded
to the southern end of the iceberg, and climbed out upon a
sort of miniature promontory.
The light clouds were growing redder and redder every
minute, and all the peaks around were flashing greetings to
the yet hidden luminary.
Then the upper limb of the sun appeared, and the ceremony was begun. The tones of the chaplain rang out distinctly on the icy stillness, and solemn and impressive was
the scene. Just as the whole country about was being lighted
up by the first bright rays, as the great burning orb rolled
above the plain in all its magnificent splendor, and the bergs
around were masses of changing color, in a perfect blaze of
glory, we were made man and wife. We were happy-my
Hilda and I.

The Problemof Problems.
JiliURING the nineteenth century great revolutions in
~ thought have been effected. The minds of the Englishspeaking people have been engrossed with weighty problems.
Many of them have been met and solved; others have engaged the attention of the world's thinkers, who, in their discussions, have accumulated a vast amount of literature. Much
light has been thrown upon apparently insolvable problems,
yet they are far from being settled. In matters of sociology
or economics, no school of thinkers can say," We have the
whole truth; you are engulfed in error." Truth cannot be
confined within narrow limits. "Truth hideth, and the labor
of discovery is great and the recompense scanty. Truth is a
pure grace, but the understanding of truth is a grace of such
character that it must be merited by labor."
The United States are to-day confronted by problems of a
most intricate nature. Upon their solution depends, to ~
great extent, the future of the country. Like Banquo's ghost,
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they will not down. They cannot be evaded, but must, in
justice to ourselves, be met vis-a-vis. Unfortunately, the race
question was not settled by the Civil War, but its gravity increases with the density of population among the negroes.
How to combat successfully that hydra-beaded monster,
the trust, is a vexed question. The free coinage of silver, ·
which for several years past has commanded the attention of
the American people, has, rightly or wrongly, been relegated
to the rear. Many of those who plunged into the turmoil of
controversy as to the advisability of radically changing the
nation's system of finances now see issues of greater importance.
"The problem of problems" is national expansion ; it is
paramount to all others. Therefore an apology would be in
order for even the most modest attempt to throw light upon
it.
Political philosophy deals with few questions more complex
than that of devising and carrying out an equitable system of
territorial expansion. The great powers of Europe are
dividing among themselves the vast area of Africa. It seems
only a matter of a short time when China will fall a prey to
the British lion and the Russian bear, and to other powers
whose appetites for territory cannot be satisfied. The history
of the sturdy, brave, and patriotic Boers is to-day being
written in letters of blood. In order that the great enlightened empires may attach to their own realms a large share of
the regions in dispute, and at the same time preserve peace
among themselves, the science or art of diplomacy is being
stretched to the utmost. But this tension cannot last always.
When broken, .grim war will follow as a natural consequence.
Within the past two years the United States, from a government existing by the consent of the governed, has become a
power, whose prototype may be found in modern England.
No parallel may be justly drawn between the principles upon
which the two great English-speaking nations were founded.
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The fathers of the American republic were descendants of
those who refused to bend their necks to British tyranny, and
who found an asylum in the New World. In the War of Independence worthy sons of worthy sires threw off the yoke of
King George. Prior to the Spanish War, the government at
London was war-like; the government at Washington was one
of peace-the one was imbued with the spirit of imperialism;
the other extended equal rights to all and special privileges
to none. The dawn of the twentieth century finds an AngloAmerican alliance in spirit, if not in letter. Our government
adheres no longer to the principles enunciated in the Declaration of Independence and in the ·Monroe Doctrine, but
wages a war whose sole object is the conquest of territory, not
in the New World, but in lands beyond the seas.
It would be the height of folly for us to worship at the
shrines of the fathers of the Federal Constitution unless it is
expedient to do so. Conservatism may be an evil. If the
exigencies of the times demand that we cease to be controlled
or even influenced by the principles that inspired the founders
of the republic, then, holding the past as sacred, the struggle
for national greatness should be begun anew. In the meantime the fundamental truths of our government should be adhered to with greater tenacity, until it can be proven that it
is advisable to forego them.
When the weary seaman has been tossed about for many
days in an angry sea he hails with delight the first lull in
the storm, the first peeping of the sun through the clouds, in
order that he may, to use a nautical expression, get his bearings, and thus discover to what extent the winds have driven
him from his course. Where are we drifting j Our old ship
of state is now launched upon a turbulent tide. The danger of
being dashed to pieces upon the treaeherous rocks of colonial
conquest is great. Our course should be retraced. In this
instance conservatism cannot be frowned upon; existing institutions should be maintained.
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It is time to consider any schemes of colonization when our
own resources shall have become exhausted, or when our density of population shall have become so great as to demand an
increase of territory. No nation on the face of the globe can
boast of such resources as can the United States. Our gold
mines are inestimably rich; our coal mines inexhaustible.
The bowels of Mother Earth contain billions of unpossessed
wealth. The American forests will yield our timber for centuries to come. More productive soil cannot be found among
enlightened countries. Our waters teem with untold wealth.
The United States have no surplus population, for they are
dotted with sparsely-settled communities.
It is an unwarranted statement that the nation's commercial interests will be grea .tly enhanced by the acquisition of
foreign territory.
"Trade follows the price-list, not the flag."
The revenue from the newly -acquired possessions will be inadequate to maintain the army and navy required to hold the
natives in subjection. The ethical idea in life should be more
influential in determining human motives than the grasping
money-making notion.
'
The question of good government has entered largely into
the discussion of expansion. Granted that our system of
polity is the most stable in existence, it does not follow that
our form of government can be adapted to the needs of all
conditions of mankind. It is labor wasted to make good laws
for bad people, until the tyranny of the human heart has been
subdued. Government fits the people whom it is intended to
govern. It cannot rise above or fall in the most minute degree below them. A democracy cannot serve a11 men. A
Malay can no more live under a republican form of government than can an Englishman dwell under an absolute
monarchy. "The use of power develops power." Therefore,
give the islanders the opportunity to exercise their Godgiven faculties and solve .their own problems of government.
The argument that Christianity would have a more favor-
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able ingress among the nations '' lying in darkness and the
shadow of death " by adopting a policy of expansion is of
such stuff as dreams are made on. The Utopian visions of
certain religious enthusiasts are flights of imagination.
Christianity jg essentially a religion of expansion. A church
not making substantial progress is very apt to have entered
upon its decline. A religion can no more retain its vitality
and not move forward than can a pool of water, with no outlet, not become stagnant. But there is a great danger of confounding national and religious expansion. They are by no
means similar. l?,eligion is of the heart. It is not a commodity, to be dealt out to a people by the measure. Our warlike attitude towards the people recently brought under our
control fills them with distrust for our religious as well as our
If, after the banishment of their former
civil institutions.
oppressors, our armies had been withdrawn, then American
missionaries would to-day be welcomed with open arms. Religion cannot be propagated at the point of the sword.
The historian points out, in terms too plain to be misunderstood, that the nation never existed that did not believe itself
exempt from the causes that overthrew other nations. Rome
and Greece believed themselves free from the curses that
wrought everlasting ruin upon the kingdoms of Egypt and
Babylonia. The ruins of the Parthenon and the Palaces of
the Cresars remind us of those nations whose glory has taken
its departure, never to return. Many nations have bloesomed
as the rose until they were seized with the desire for territory.
The first campaign of expansion has marked the beginning of
the decline of nations once mighty in their influence. Home
resources have been exhausted in preserving the externals of
great powers. And the moral is not far from our own nation.
Citizens of free and enlightened America should keep ever
in mind that an ideal country is not a land with a ruler
swaying his sceptre over millions of vassals, but that it is a
land populated by myriads of happy beings, within whose
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mystic frames is deep-seated the conviction that "the government is best that governs least."
FRED.

w. MOORE.

The Reality of Life.
!iffl[HEREis no truth to which England's greatest poet recurs
~

more frequently, and which he presents to ul?.in so many
forms, as that life is a serious matter, and that it means the
appreciation of a purpose and the execution of duties. That
man alone can be said to have lived who has recognized the
great opportunities of life, and has nobly striven to meet its
responsibilities. Richard II. relied on the eternal attributes
of sovereignty, on the divinity which "doth hedge a king," on
the angels which would £ght for him, but ignored every
responsibility and neglected every duty that belonged to his
position; therefore he was cast out, and his sovereignty was
given to another. Henry V., at £rst, was swayed from
his course, but in the nick of time, when the occasion came
in which election must be made, he grasped the helm and
steered his ship direct for the port to which he was destined.
Hamlet, infirm of purpose, knew the obligation laid upon
him, but could never muster courage to seize the opportunity
to execute it.
To have a definite purpose, and to stick to it, is the secret
of material success in life. To have a noble purpose · and high
sense of duty to self, to man, to God, saves the moral, the intellectual, and the spiritual man from ship-wreck. It carries
him through all storms, over all sand-bars, and, in the end, is
sure to bring him safe to port. To look at life as a mere time
for enjoyment, to drift along its course, blown by every wind,
is not to live at all as a rational, responsible man. Life is not
worth living except for a definite, noble object. The duties
which it entails are the elements which give it nobility-
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Everything else may seem to stay us up, but only as the weeds
support the flower, "which its broad, spreading leaves did
sh~l.ter, that seemed, in devouring it, to hold it up ."
It has been said that life dreams in the animal and awakes
in the man. This is true only of the man who realizes that
life entail!!! a duty; that it is bis vocation to work, not to
wanton; and that each talent thrusts new responsibilities upon
the holder. He who does not grasp this great principle of'
life still sleeps. He dreams his three-score years and ten,
and awakes to find that his hands have grasped nothing,
because they were not extended to lay hold of opportunities
and obligations .
Shakespeare, in bis" Midsummer Night's Dream," has shown
us that his views of life in such persons are that life passes with
them as a "midsummer" dream. . He, who had sounded every
depth of human nature, knew how large a class of men there
are who allow life to pass in ignorance or neglect of obligations, and seek only pleasure and pastime. In his play he preclass a persen ts to us three distinct classes of beings-each
fect type of his kind-to whom life is nothing more than a
playful dream. His first class bears no stamp of moral character. The men are without principle, the women without
self-respect. His second class is that coarse and commonplace part of humanity, upon whom association, with all its
His third
refined, ethereal natures, makes no impression.
in a world of imagination and fancy,
class-the fairies-live
of beauty and sense, but without reason and reality.
These characters all find their prototypes in real life among
the men who fail to see the nobility, the refinement, the reality
Thus
of life. To them "life is but an empty dream."
absence of character, absence of intelligence, absence of
moral and resthctic perfection alike, plunge men into that
lingering dream which robs them of their golden hours.
Man enters upon it
Indeed, life is a very grave matter.
with numerous faculties, none of which are in full bloom.
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His soul is like a musical instrument of many notes, and the
perfection of life is his harmonious sounding in melodious
sequence of these notes. If left untouched, they go off in
'discord or jangle, or cease to sound. His powers are again
a variety of tools, to be used by him in the work-shop of life,
and these, unless kept burnished and sharp, will rust and
become useless. It is not given to every one to be a genius,
but each one may, and ought to, make the best use of the
talents given him.
Life is the time allotted to man in which it is his duty to do
what he can, not only for his own personal perfection, but also
for perfecting the happiness of the social body to which he
belongs. · Man is, indeed, his brother's keeper. He cannot
be brought into relation with any human being without incurring a certain amount of responsibility for that person; he
cannot be brought into relation with any organization, community, or society, without entering into the moral obligation of · contributing something to the advancement and
welfare of that organization, community, or society. Every
man is moralJy bound to lend a helping hand in the task of
uplifting humanity and refining society.
To the idler, perhaps, life is but a protracted sleep; to the
gay, it may be a "Midsummer Night's Dream"; but to the ·
honest, faithful toiler, who uses his God-given faculties for the
embellishment of bis own life and character, and for the culture, refinement, and happiness of bis fellow-man, life is something nobler, better, and more sublime than a dream. And
to the hero, who is determined to win, " Life is real, life is
earnest." Though his opportunities may be few, his ability
limited, and his resources meagre, he finds that" Never anything can be amiss
Where simplicity and duty tender it."

G. T. L.
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The " SettlementIdea."
!J!HIS century has seen the birth of many new ideas, both
~ in practical and in theoretical religion, and in the field
of the humanistic sciences.
Some of these ideas have found mere temporary expression
in real life, and some have manifested the lasting features.
Of the latter class, none have, I imagine, taken a firmer hold,
both in the intellects and in the hearts of men, than the "Settlement Idea," which is to-day :finding fruition in a great so' cial movement. It is true, moreover, that this movement is
largely unknown, both as to its origin and as to its practical
significance, and hence, that it is frequently misunderstood.
Perhaps, then, it is by no means inappropriate to ask ourselves whence and what as regards this matter.
The dominant idea with the priginators of this movement
seems to have been the desire to find some practical way in
which to bridge the gulf, gaping wide, between the · poor and
the rich, the ignorant and the cultured, the unfortunate and
the blest ; to establish some common meeting-ground, a
sort of clearing-house, as it were, where classes might exchange credits, each giving and taking, and thus the oneness
of the human race be shown and the world-cause advanced.
That there have been, and are to-day, class distinctions, and
that these distinctions exist in a refined but most real manner, even in this land of ours, will be admitted, and, perhaps,
smiled at, as a sociological axiom hardly worthy to be formally reiterated.
Difference of opportunity, whether arising from status by
birth or from subsequent economic conditions, must mean
essential distinction as to the potentiality of the individual.
What, then, can be done to bring the social alpha and the
social omega in touch, to make possible a unity of action that
may best promote the general product i
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I believe we know more about the real vital significance of
the life of Jesus to-day than was generally known a century
ago, and no doubt, a hundred years hence, much more yet
will be known. The century that has known Toynbee, and
Drummond, and Tolstoy, and Ballington Booth, and Moody, it
seems to me, must mean more than the eras of incessant bicke.rings about forms and doctrines, and all the paraphernalia
that, under guise of religion, has often killed the real article,
and substituted for it some new theology. Perhaps the longwished-for day may come when people everywh e1·e wil] see a
difference between religion on the one hand and ecclesiasticism on the other. Religion is a fact, an actual human experience, manifesting itself, not in words, but in the lives of
men, and showing men that thoy are potentially divine.
Ecclesiasticism, though, whether manifested in forms or in
creeds, is painfully human, and often more precise than accurate.
If, then, this century is a somewhat unique one, from what
point in it must we take our bearings for the "Settlement
Idea" in its incipiency i Like so many ideas, some practically helpful and some merely theoretical and academic, the
"Settlement Idea" found its crystallization among U ni'versity
folk. Even in 1860 we :find Frederick Maurice establishing
his "Working Men's College," and we find him so successfully
interesting certain Cambridge graduates, bright and hopeful in the flood-tide of their youth, made, by their training,
more capable, that they cheerfully devoted spare hours to the
conducting of classes. Charles Kingsley, too, when he was a
Professor of History at Cambridge, often devoted thought and
labor to the London poverty problem.
It is to Oxford, however, that we owe the "Settlement
Idea" in its most helpful and latter-day sense-that is, as indicating a living of University people among the uncultured
and the poor, not as didactic leaders of their life and their
thought, but as co-laborers with them. It was to be an appli-
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cation of well-trained judgments to the common-place, but allimportant, problems of the poor. In connection with the influence of Oxford, Ruskin deserves particular mention. When
be was Slade Professor of Fine Arts there, the greatness of
the man manifested itself in many ways, but in no way more
delightfully, I think, than in his breadth of view, and in his
ability to correlate all that was noblest in many branches of
learning. This breadth, of course, should be characteristic of
every real scholar, but, unfortunately , some who are called
such are insufferably narrow. Ruskin took a living interest
in ethical and social questions, and reflected the light of his
most noble though~ throughout all bis lectures. There is a
very familiar story to the effect that Ruskin once manifested his
opinion concerning the beauty of social service by leading
certain of his pupils out to mend a bit of road near Oxford,
saying that, if they could not draw, they could at least dig.
Ruskin's thought, whether expressed in lecture or in conversation, no doubt exerted a very great influence on all the men
with whom he came in contact.
So far as I know, the first University man who voluntarily
took up his residence in the East End of London was Edward
Denison. Clergymen, of course, had labored in the East End
for years, and they had given accounts of the conditions prevailing there, and were capable of knowing; so, when Denison
decided upon his new field of service, he consulted with the
Rev. John Richard Green, Vicar of St. Philip's, Stepney.
Denison was an Oxford graduate, wealthy, and of high social
position, and we may imagine the surprise of his friends at this
Denison, however, had found, as
apparent self-immolation.
to-day many have, that life, and position, and wealth are
nothing, when one realizes that "it is enough for the servant
Denison took lodgin~s not far from
to be like his master."
Mr. Green, lived plainly, worked quietly but effectively,
living the life of his neighbors, talking with them, belonging
to them, being among them, and yet above them.
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Tolstoy has said (I cannot now recall exactly where) that
"he alone is above others who is humble with others, and
who makes himself the servant of others." This thought, I
think, found expression in the work done by Denison in his
very brief life, and by others since his death.
Any sketch, even most superficial, would demand a peculiar
reference to Arnold Toynbee. We may not here speak of
Toyn bee's rare soul; how it showed itself in early life; how,
though often weak in body, he was a vital force at Oxford,
and how his influence lives there to-day.
In 1875, when Toynbee determined to spend his summer
vacation in Whitechapel, he consulted with the Rev. Mr.
Barnett, of St. Jude's.
The names of Toynbee and Barnett
are, perhaps, of all others, most essentially connected with the
idea of " University Settlements," strictly speaking-that is,
the "Settlement" as organically connected with some university. Toynbee spent several vacations in "Whitechapel,"
doing all that poor health would permit. He died in 1883,
when he was hardly thirty years of age, but he will doubtless
be to" Whitechapel" as a part of the'' eternal" when many
changes shall have come to the "things that are seen."
Toynbee's collected writings, which are on the table before
me, consist merely of a few essays on economic and social
themes and a few "pensees."
His writfog s are comparatively
insignificant, but the life of the man, the things he did and
said, can never, never die. "Toyn bee Hall," the noble memorial instituted by Toynbee's friends, is a monument worthy of
the man.
We have very briefly recalled some of the fathers of the
"Settlement Movement." Sketches are at all times disappointing, both to the writer and to the reader, but we can only
hope that they are sometimes sufficiently useful to make us
feel that they have some slight raison d'etre.
Manifestly, any attempt to bring the "Settlement"
down
to date would involve an account, not only of "Toynbee
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Hall," but of" Oxford House," and, in our own country, of
the work in Boston, and of that done in New York by Mr.
Riis, and of "Hull House," and "The Commons," and " The
Maxwell-Street Settlement," in Chicago, to say nothing of the
work undertaken by many "College Settlements" in our
cities.
But we can ask no further indulgence now, and so must be
content with what has been said, and with making a parting
plea for renewed interest in one of the most significant movements of a wonderful century.
ROBERT B. MUNFORD, JR.

A Description!
'!]!WAS in March when they brought him to me, with the
~ sea-weed in his hair. They told me that the sea had
cast him up last morning, and he was found with his face
beaten to whiteness by the fury of the storm. I was mad;
I was defiant, and I cursed the work of the waves. I cast
myself upon him and wept. I sneered at the petty men
around me, and I charged them as fiends and cowards, saying, "Why do you call yourselves men ! You are mere striplings ! Why have you let the foam of some soft wave swallow up my boy 1 You can cast the sea-foam with your breath.
Why have you let the sea-furies lick his forehead with their
tongue, hacking the smooth, gold curls with their hateful
fangs~ What has stolen the roses from those cheeks that
were so ruddy from the loving kisses of a score of summer
breezes~ What has lashed his tongue so fast within his
mouth 1 What has sealed those lips that once so sweetly
poured forth words 1 Nothing, do you hear ! mean fellows!
cowards! Nothing but a tank of harmless water, that even
I could easily dam, and with as much of ease do I damn you.
Why did you see him die i
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I was inconsolable; I was disjointed. Whom I had longed
so much to meet I had met too soon. I was in a frenzy, for
my boy was dead.
Years went on, and the sight of water aroused again my
softened fury. I would oft on Sundays go to the beach, and
see the waters of the harbor roll and sway in their measured
ebb and :flow, and again would curse those men that had
stood and seen such weak waves overthrow my life.
But last August it was all explained. I was stopping for
the summer at my country cottage, twenty or more miles from
Virginia's famous beach resort, and I noticed by a morning
item that the sea was running high. The spent end of a hurricane had visited the coast, and the sight, they said, was remarkable beyond all description. I determined to see the sea,
and, ordering a team, we drove a few miles to Norfolk and
took the Beach train. Great crowds were going-gleeful,
happy, expecta~t. I was morose, revengeful, and sordid.
They were to admire the strength of the sea; I to curse its
weakness. But soon a stir of eager seekers told us that the
sea was near. Sure enough it was. It looked much like a
bed of down at first, for we were at a distance, but soon the
train had stopped, and off we sped to the foot of the sea. I
looked far out-not far, but so much as my eye would penetrate, for the sea had been beaten to a spray and choked the
vision at ·half a mile. So I looked way out over the water.
It was a rolling, foaming, madly rushing, boiling, heaving
mass. I strained my eyes and saw a great giant fellow rear ·
himself on his arm, then straighten up, and now he crouched,
and, leaning back to the sand-bed, he leaped way up in his
madness, leaping way beyond his height, and in his gleeful
frolic stood a tip-toe, and, snatching his cap of lace from off his
crest, with a mocking laughter, hurled it far into the air, and
blew it with his breath, breaking it into a thousand shreds,
scattering it fluttering, curling upward. I felt the sting of
his breath as he blew it laden with bits of salty :flakes. These
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cut me to the blood, and filled my eyes to stop my v1s1on.
Now far off on my left I heard the thundering of many hoofs,
and I looked and saw a thousand unbridled, heated steeds, all
rushing in a race. They were frothing at the mouth, hotly
runnin g for the beach. A great green sorrel won, and, reaching the shore, lay silent and at rest. In a moment the others
were by his side, all resting quiet on the sands. A big pine log
was on my right, and the sea lifted it up on end and stirred
the sands, much as the devils · stir their adamant.
I turn ed off awhile and wept. I was a woman, 'tis true,
so had a right to sigh. I recalled tho se curses on those honest
seamen, lifted a prayer to God, and thanked Him that H~
rul es so well the waves, and that not more are taken as my
boy was, on that day of the spring that is gone.

Sophocles.
The second of Athens' great tragedians was born at Colonus, a little village on the suburbs of the great city, in the
year 495 B. C. His own pen has left us a most vivid descripHe describes it as "earth's
tion of the place of his nativity.
fairest home, as a region in whose green covert the nightingale
warbled ever clear; Dionysius and his nymphs loved to rove
upon its unoffend ed ground, and on its lawns, nourished by
heavenly dew, the bloom of the flower was never-failing.
" The quiring Muses love to seek the spot,
And Aphrodite's golden oar forsakes it not.''
Sophocles' father, being a man of considerable wealth, it is
uot unrea sonabl e to suppose that he educated his son in all
the learning of the Athenians; that he caused him to mingle
with the best society and move in the highest cirales. When
the great victor y of Salami s was won, the lad was only sixteen years of age. All Greece was aglow, and, in their exul-
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tation, erected a trophy to commemorate the triumph. None
among them was so handsome and graceful as Sophocles;
therefore he was chosen to lead the choral dance-an honor
craved by many of Attica's aspiring youth.
Doubtless, already, the poetic :fires were burning in his
breast. These flames were daily fanned by myths of the longago, by a study of the ancient poets, and by the high estimation in which the poets of his own day were held. But not
until his twenty-seventh year did he venture to enter the contest as a rival of .LEschylus. It was at the great festival of
Dionysius. Party feeling was running high. Oimon and his
colleagues, who had just returned from Scyrus, bearing with
them the bones of the divine Theseus, were chosen judges.
Sophocles won the prize. That was a day long remembered
by both contestants; by Sophocles on account of glory won,
by .LEschylus on account of honor lost.
Though essentially a poet, Sophocles did not refrain from
his duties as a citizen. He was often sent on embassies, and,
shortly after producing the "Antigone," was elected general.
In company with Pericles, he made an expedition to Samos.
But a general, like a poet, is born, not made, and Sophocles'
military career clearly shows that he was not born a general.
Pericles said of him that he succeeded better as a poet than
as a commander. He himself fully recognized this fact, and
willingly, gladly, exchanged the sword for the pen.
The poet's old age was spent beneath the shady groves of
Colon us. The home which was his inspiration in youth became his coneolation in old age. Quietude was now more
agreeable to his gentle spirit than the busy bustle of Athens.
In the ninetieth year of his age he came to a peaceful end.
He "to whom long life bad brought no calamity," who was
dearer to the gods than all others, feared not to pass to the
Stygian shore.
Few men ever enjoyed more popularity than Sophocles did.
Genius, beauty, and piety had formed about him a texture
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through which not even the darts of the satirist could pierce.
After death he became an object of worship, and a bronze
statue was erected to his memory. "To be worshiped after
death as a hero," remarks Prof. Jebb," was nearly the equivalent, in old Greece, for being canonized as a saint." Simonias,
of Thebes, in an epitaph to his honor, breathes forth the universal opinion of the Greeks:
"Creep gently, ivy, ever gently creep,
Where Sophocles sleeps on in calm repose;
Thy pale green tresses o'er the .marble sweep,
While all around shall bloom the purpling rose.
There let the vine with rich full clusters hang,
Its fair young tendrils fling around the stone;
Due meed for that sweet wisdom which he sang,
By Muses and by Graces called their own."
Fortunately for Sophocles, he lived at a time best suited to
his innate ability. Milton believed he had been born "an
age too late," and Macaulay undertakes to prove that this belief was well founded. But in Sophocles the age and the
man were well met. His life was contemporaneous and
nearly co-extensive with the most glorious period in the history of Athens. He had led the prean sung in honor of the
victory that had ushered it in ; he had seen her attain to the ·
fulness of her stature; but the kind gods bore him away just
one year before the long walls fell to the sound of Spartan
music. His was an age of heroes. His companions and associates were among the most illustrious men of whom the historian speaks. Pericles, .1Eschylus, Herodotus, Phidias, and
Socrates-names synonymous with what is most excellent in
doubtless numbered among his
:fivedistinct callings-were
acquaintances, if not among his friends.
We now pass to Sophocles' relation to the development of
tragedy. Athens produced three great writers of tragedyeach of these repre.LEschylus,Sophocles, and Euripides-and
sents a particular stage in its development. But these stages
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have no sharp line of demarcation ; they shade into each
other as the day shades into the night. They originated
largely from the change of religious thought that Athens underwent. The variations in character of the works of .LEschylns, Sophocles, and Euripides, to a great extent, is due to
their interpretation of good and evil. Prior to .LEschylus, it
was commonly believed that the gods were jealous of men,
that they delighted in bringing low the proud Jl.Ddin exalting
the humble. He attempted to correct this idea by promulgating the doctrine of divine justice; he was the exponent of
destiny. Sophocles passes on from necessity to the idea of
free-will. Euripides lived in an age of scepticism; men now
had begun to doubt what they had once accepted with credulity.
As Socrates brought philosophy down from the heavens, so
Sophocles brought down the drama. It is upon the gods and
destiny that .LEschylus dwells; their struggles and achievements are the subjects of his tragedies. Sophocles deals more
particularly with men ; their passions form the threads out
of which his plays are woven. The gods are kept in the
background; they are resting quiet in Mount Olympus, while
their will is being worked out through the instrume 'ntality of
man.
Sophocles found the Athenian stage in a crude state of development. .LEschylus used two actors, and brought the
chorus into considerable prominence. With him the actors
were secondary to the chorus. Sophocles increased the number of actors, first to three, later on to four, and made the
choral song secondary to the dialogue. At :first sight, it may
appear that this change was, in reality, no improvement, since
what was gained on the part of the actors was lost on the
part of' the chorus. But the loss sustained by the chorus was
the drama's gain; therefore the change introduced by Sophocles resulted in a two-fold gain. He also modified the attire
of the actors, adorning them with beautiful robes of saffron
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and purple, which hung in grnceful folds about their stately
forms.
Sophocles' works can be only briefly noticed. His genius
was prolific. Within sixty years he became the author of
about one hundred and thirteen · plays, nearly two a year; but
of this number only seven remain. A study of these remaining works at once reveals the fact that it was from the world
Sophoof legend that the tragedian obtained bis characters.
Before
circumstances.
his
to
indebted
cles was peculiarly
him stretched an almost boundless sea of fable; there were the
Greeks, credulous, imaginative, and reverent; consequently
it remained for him merely to breathe into these legends the
breath of life, and make them pass, in Ii ving form, before · assembled Athens. This be accomplished with so much skill
and excellence as to obtain the universal applause of his
countrymen, an applause which twenty-three centuries has
delighted to re-echo.
It is interesting to consider Sophocles' religious and ethical
ideas. No one, however great or small, is unaffected by the
spirit of his age . It is as penetrative as petroleum, as pervasive as the all-er:nbracing air. This fact largely explains
the great disparity in the religious views of Al:schylns and
Sophocles. The generation of AJ:schylus was a generation of
warriors; they received with credulity all that their poets had
taught them. Bnt, now, as the seas were opened up, as men
traveled and came in contact with other nations, they became
broader in their views, and, consequently, more self-reliant.
From helpless babes they grew to be strong men. In this
new light man no longer gazed upon himself as bound with
the fetters of irrevocable destiny, but as being able to work
out bis own salvation, though it be with fear and trembling.
Upon this vantage ground Sophocles stood, and set forth
the doctrine of free-will, as opposed to the fatalism of Al:schylus. Let us compare these two aspects of thought. Clytemnestra murders Agamemnon, a deed, it is true, not inconsis-
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tent with her cbaracter; but she claims it was the "evil destiny of the Atridre, taking her form," who killed her husband. CEdipus, Sophocles' character, kills a stranger at the
cross-roads; but the act was the outflow of his own character,
not destiny. - In each of his plays Sophocles shows how passion, deep-seated in man, brings about his weal or woe. Ajax
falls upon his sword, not because of the "in vincible might of
necessity," but because he chose death rather than dishonor.
Deianeisa brings in the destruction of .herself and husband,
but it is the result of pure jealousy. CEdipus experiences a
sudden reverse; but the chain of events that led up to it is in
perfect harmony with nature. This, perhaps, may be fatalism,
but it is a fatalism consistent with free-will, since, of their own
accord, men accomplish the divine purpose.
Sophocles' idea of retribution is much more moderate than
that of bis predecessors. Prior to him, it was believed that
the son often directly paid the penalty of his father's sin;
that guiltless children, or descendants, were called upon to
atone for crimes with which they had in no way been connected. In Sophocles' theology man is responsible only for his
own impiety. He believed the wheel often came foll circle,
but the circle al ways began in the life of the individual. It
is true that the impiety of the father affects the son, but only
so far as the son inherits the tendency to evil. This doctrine,
taught by Sophocles, was a long stride towards the goal of
eternal truth, and almost entirely coincides with the Bible
doctrine that the sins of the father are visited upon the
children.
The idea of retribution, as believed prior to Sophocles, had
not been confined to Greece alone. It had been prevalent in
ancient Israel. We find the prophet Ezekiel, at about the
same time, correcting this popular error, declaring that the
eon shall not bear the iniquity of the father, nor the father
the iniquity of the eon. But even at the time of Christ this
old doctrine had not passed from human thought. It evi-
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dently appears in the foolish question that was asked: " Who
did sin, this man or his parents, that be was born blind 1"
Sophocles also views human suffering in an entirely different manner from bis immediate p1·edecessors. The deep mist
bas risen from the bills, and in the full light of the noon-day
sun he sees the benevolent working of a law that passed beyond the ordinary conception of man. He finds that the gods
love men better than men love themselves; that evils are
often blessings in disguise ; that even the Olympian deities
chasten whom they love. He discovers the trnth that all
things work together for good to them, not so much who love
the gods, but whom the gods love.
CEdipus was a man upon whom Heaven had poured forth
the bitterest vials of its wrath. He unintentionally and unwittingly was an adulterer and a murderer. He had brought
down upon Thebes untold calamities. Surely he was a doomed
mortal. But, in bis old age, we gaze upon a different man.
Suffering has moderated his pride, his sins have been forgiven,
and at last be is reconciled to heaven. Now he can look towards Olympus with complacence and reverence, believing
that the immortals had been working out in him their own
wondrous will.
Such are some of the religious ideas taught by Sophocles.
They approach wonderfully near similar truths more plainly
taught by Jesus of Nazareth.
When we consider the fact
that he was without Divine revelation, our estimation of his
worth and works must necessarily be increased. , It clearly
proves that truth is not confined to any particular clime or
age, but that it is universal and eternal. Here we find an
excellent illustration of the declaration of Paul:
" For the
invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are
clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made,
even His eternal power and god-head."
ARTHUR

J.

HALL,
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Some Facts as to Our Progress.

ZT has

been only a few years past when the "calamity
howler" preached inevitable destruction and universal
ruin. He had a large and sympathetic audience, and well
might he, for the country was in the throes of distress. Trade
was paralyzed, money was scarce, and universal gloom thickened and intensified. Who could have foreseen the concatenation of circumstance s which was suddenly thrust upon ns,
just as the first glimmer of hope appeared as a candle-light in
the blackness of night~ Neither prophet nor seer could have
seen, in his mind's eye, the grand march of trade and the
mighty burst of prosperity, which has set in motion all the
vast machinery of the country, and called forth the pinched
and starving thousands to labor by the sweat of their brows.
The transformation was Alladin-like.
It has reached from
one end of our mighty country to the extreme limits of the
other, and, rushing over, has been felt in foreign lands and on
foreign strands! Verily, should the nation be thankful, and,
in the words of the "sweet singer of Israel," cry out, '' What
is man, that Thou art mindful of him; and the son of man,
that Thou visitest him 1"
The wealth of our country to-day, gleaned from the most
reliable statistics, reaches the enormous sum of $84,000,000,000.
The human mind is not capable of taking in what this means.
The debt of the whole United States is only one-sixth of this
gigantic sum-viz., $14,000,000,000. Our exports thns far
this year amount to $1,370,000,000. Goods imported for
· home consu~ption, from all the nations of the earth, reach the
sum of $770,000,000, leaving a grand balance in our favor of
$600,000,000-unprecedented
and unlooked for! It takes
187,000 miles of railroad to carry our goods from State to
State, and many thousands of ships to carry them to the uttermost parts of the earth.
~
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How we have grown I From the youngest of nations to the
greatest, in a little more than one hundred years I
We stood the terrible trials of poverty and adversity; let
us now stand together, and do what is harder-conduct
ourselves properly when the heavens are flush with the radiance
of our prosperity !
Ro. H. TALLEY.

Hopkins Letter.
~

recent issue of THE MESSENGER
brought back many
~ pleasant memories of a few years past, and I spent a
most enjoyable Sunday afternoon with the boys as I read it
through, advertisements included. So, when I am asked by
an esteemed member of the faculty to send the readers of THE
MESSENGER
a Hopkins letter, I cannot but attempt to do his
bidding; and the most that I can wish for my letter is that it
may lead some of its readers to determine to come and see the
University f~r themselves.
Richmond College men are not few in Baltimore, and those
of other vocations are always cordial and kind to their col,
lege brothers who are studying in the University.
Indeed,
all Baltimoreans are justly proud of the Hopkins, and a
stranger needs no better recommendation than to be a Hopkins graduate student. I think now of seven Baptist ministers of Baltimore who studied at Richmond College, and it
is a privilege (which I have enjoyed more than once) to drop
in Sunday evening after service and enjoy a fine cigar in the
hospitable home of an old Richmond College man, where one
may get the news from Richmond College, and the Woman's
College too.
But I was going to say something of the University and
its attractions.
We are proud to know that in the estimation of the foreign universities Hopkins has no rival on this
side of the Atlantic. That it has one fine man in the Depart-
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ment of Physics all who were at Richmond College on the 17th
of November will agree, for I have heard only praise of the
address by Prof. A mes at the opening of the Science Hall.
He is particularly the coming man among our younger professors. In my opinion he is the clearest, most systematic,
and most logical lecturer to whom I have ever listened.
And the fact that he has already the position of Professor of
Physics, and was graduated Ph. D. only in '90, is evidence of
his wonderful success as a teacher.
But onr really great
men, our matchless triumvirate, our Gildersleeve, Remsen,
and Rowland-they
have no equals in America, and we venture the assertion that no university can claim a more polished
scholar than Prof. Gildersleeve, a finer teacher and gentleman than Prof. Remsen, or a brighter genius than Prof. Rowland. It may well be supposed, then, that a man feels very
keenly his smallness when he comes into the presence of such
intellectual giants. They tell us, though, that they do not
know it all, and this is comforting; for there is a possibility
that we may some day give them a new fact. Prof. Rowland
says that it is the work of a great scientist to be willing to
say frankly, "I don't know." No student can expect to do
all that is assigned, or to read even a few pages in all the
books to which he is referred. His lessons in college were
from a certain paragraph on a certain page to some other
definite point, but here the lesson, if so we may speak of it,
is from anywhere to anywhere, wherever we can find a good
treatment of the subject. The lectures are to direct and
stimulate individual study and reading.
So one's conceptions are broadened, his independence and self-reliance are
developed.
Here one learns many things, but, what is far
more important, he learns where to find ont things which are
often useful, but which no one would care to remember long
at a time.
From what I have said it may be readily seen that most men
are much discouraged at :first. I have known some to leave
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after a few days, others stay a few months, and many change
their minds or secure" a good position" during the first vacation. But the record of Richmond College men at Hopkins
has been an enviable one, and your present representatives
have no higher hope than to maintain the standard.
And, now that Rfohmond College can boast a modern and
well-arranged physical laboratory, I shall expect to welcome
among us some one who shall give himself to the study of
physics, the most progres sive and best-equipped of all the
departments of the University. I think we must find in the
deficiency of Sou them colleges in the sphere of mathematical
sciences the explanation of the fact that there is now in the
University only one Southern man looking forward to his
degree in physics, while their aptness in other lines may be
judged of from this-that, of the twenty Fellows for this year,
It is, then, with pride and congratulaseven are Southerners.
tions for all her future students that I think of what Richmond College will do along the line of training her men in
modern science and scientific methods.
But my letter is already too long, so I close with best
and all its readers.
wishes for THE MESSENGER

R. E.

LOVING,

'~8.

Johns Hopkins University.

James Howard Gore, '77.
In the current number of the Forum appears an article on
"The Commercial Relations of the United States and
This
Germany," from the pen of James Howard Gore.
article is of particular interest to Richmond College, as its
Professor
author is an honored alumnus of this institution.
Gore was here from '75 to '77. He then went to Columbian
University, and later studied abroad. At present he is Professor of Mathematics at Columbian. He has been the
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recipient of honors at home and abroad ; has been thrice appointed Commissioner-General from the United States to international exhibitions, and has been twice sent abroad to make
The
special economic investigation for our Government.
King of the Belgians has twice bestowed decoi:ations upon
him, and the Prince of Bulgaria once.
He stands high in the mathematical world, having been for
six years president of the Mathematical Section of the Philosophical Society of Washington, and is now one of the joint
authors of the International Bibliography of Mathematics.
He has written two of the Newcomb Series of Mathematics,
and now has a number of mathematical books in press.
He is a lecturer of note, being connected with Cornell University and Drexel Institute, and is a staff lecturer for the
Board of Education of the city of New York.
Professor Gore has spent three vacations in charge of exploring parties under the United States Geological Survey,
and the same number on the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey. His "Elements of Geodesy,"" History of Geodesy,"
and "Bibliography of Geodesy " are books of international
He has served on juries of award both at the
reputation.
World's Fair and at Atlanta.
It will be seen by this summary of Professor Gore's work
that his life has been one of untiring effort and endeavor in
varied fielqs. Though only forty-four years of age, having
been born near Winchester, Ya., in 1856, he has attained
high rank among the scientists of this country.
He has not taken a vacation in twenty years, and has never
been sick. He bas been feted and honored by royalty, and has
received highest honors at home, yet he never forgets Old
Virginia, believing her to be the best place on earth. "Kee:r>
a stiff upper lip and never say die " has always been his
motto.
It is hoped that some one of the students of Richmond College may read this little sketch of so eminent an alumnus, and
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be inspired to emulate his example and strive to accomplish
great things, bringing honor and fame to himself and this old
institution that we all love so well.
ALLAN

D.

JONES.

A Georgia Tragedy.
on a country road in Georgia. For miles
gIDNIGHT
~ and miles nothing to break the monotony of the pine .
forest except the dui!ty road, winding in and out like a huge
yellow snake. The moon was at its height, but kept dodging
behind the heavy clouds, as if ashamed to show its face to
wicked humanity. Not a sound was to be heard except the
moaning, moaning of the forest, as if each tree held some
captive spirit sighing for release. Presently a rabbit hopped
out from the undergrowth, and stood in the middle of the road,
combing his hair in the moonshine.
Suddenly he bounded across the road, as if he bad been
shot, and bnddled under the brush, shaking like the leaves
around him. Dogs I That sound was unmistakeable; be had
heard it too often before, and now, being too frightened to
run, he just lay perfectly still.
On they came, two of them-not his enemies, the little rabbit dogs, but large, fierce-looking brutes, with noses close to
the ground and mouths open, emitting a deep bay, like a
sound that might come from the bowels of the earth-bloodhounds.
You have nothing to fear, little rabbit; they are after bigger
game than yon. See, yonder come the men. Ten, no a
dozen of them, urging their horses on, with guns thrown over
their saddle-bows, and looks of determination on their faces,
like avenging furies.
All are silent but the last two, and they are talking in un~
der-tones:
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" This is an awful business, isn't it ? "
I've got to get one bullet in that brute, alive
"Horrible!
or dead, I don't care which, before I'll be satisfied."
"Have you heard any of the particulars i"
"No. When Jones rode by and gave the alarm I grabbed
my gun and didn't ask any questions. He only had time to
tell me that Mrs. Ross wasn't expected to live, and that nig•
ger, Dick West, was suspected. I hope we are on his trail
now, and, if we catch him, I am in favor of burning the --beast."
"We've got a sly fox to deal with. He's never been
caught in any bad crime before, but I never did trnst him.
I always did think it was because he was slick enough to get
out of it. Wouldn't be surprised if he gave ns the slip now.
Still the hounds are pretty sure."
"Let's catch up and ask Ross himself about it. Tho poor
man does like be is in a trance, but maybe talkin' to him 'II
wake him up."
The two men galloped past the rest to where Ross rode in
front. He was urging bis horse- forward mechanically, but
seemed to know nothing of what was going on around him.
The three rode abreast in silence for some minutes before one
of them spoke:
" Cheer up, old man. We're sure to catch him to-night."
A groan was the only reply.
"Hope Mrs. Ross isn't so bad off as was reported/'
"Thanks, Frank; there's some hope."
"Mighty glad to hear that."
A pause.
"Say, Ross. Tell us all about it; we haven't heard how
it happened yet."
"Some other time, old man. I can't now."
"But it might be better. We might be able to give you
more help."
Another pause.
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"Well, it was this way. I had been down to the store
for a while to-night, and then had ' to go over and see Will
Hartley 'bout hirin' a team for to-morrow. It was just as
near to go by home, so I went that way. When I was a
little ways off I saw a man run across the road right quick,
and it looked like Dick West. I rode up a little faster and
beard the chickens cacklin' and dogs barkin', and thought he
must have been stealin' some of the chickens, but, bein' in a
hurry, I decided to wait until to-morrow, and, if I missed
any, I would have him arrested. I went on to Will's, and
the next thing I heard was when Jones came to get him to
help in the chase. John had gone home, and found his
mother all but dead and the house torn to pieces. It must
have been Dick West. Lord help me to know for sure who
did it."
"It must have been him, Ross. He wouldn't have run
away if he hadn't done it. Listen! the dogs have got the
trail good now; we'll have him soon, and then the devil take
his soul and body both."
Half an hour later a party of men were gathered about a
large oak that stood at the crossing of two roads. The moon
was now completely behind the clouds, but they were thin
enough to let through a light that lent an unnatural ghostliness to the scene. In their midst was a negro man, his clothes
torn and arms bleeding by his struggle with the dogs, and one
end of the rope tied around his neck, while the other was
thrown over the lowest branch of the oak. Only a few
minutes seemed to separate him from eternity. He had been
given permission to speak, if he had anything to say for himself, and was addressing the crowd in broken sentences :
" Gemmen, I never done it. 'Fore Gawd, I never. I ain't
been up to Mr. Rosa's for more'n a week, and, if I ain't been
up dere, I certainly couldn't a' done it. I know it looks bad,
gemmen, by me runnin' away; but I'll tell you just how it
was, and dis is de Gawd's truth. You needn't believe me
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'less you want to-yes, I want yon to believe me too, 'cause I
wouldn't tell a lie when I'm jest about to die. I had come
home from workin' all day, and was mighty tired, and was
sittin' in de corner smokin' my pipe, and de old 'oman ' she
was tired and was smokin' too, when all of a sadden I heard
somebody runnin' down de road as hard as doy could come it,
and, before I could get up, my boy Sam busted in de do' and
stood in de middle of de flo' tremblin' and so scart he was mos'
de color of dus'. He couldn't speak for two or three minut es,
and den be hollered out, 'Run, dad, run I Somebody's done
killed Mrs. Ross, and I was up to de store and heard 'em say
you done it, and dey is comin' down ~ere to kill you and all
de rest of us.' Now, gem men, I wouldn't a run'd, but I kn owed
how 'twas when you was all pitched up to 'citement; you
wouldn't listen to what a po' nigger would tell you. Gemmen,
dis is so what I'm tellin', every word of it, but I know you
don't believe it, and I know you goin' to kill me right now;
but befo' you do I want to pray for just a little while. I know
I've been a sinner, and I want to ask de Lord to forgive me
Thank you, gem men.
Can Ii
for all my transfigressions.
0 Lord I forgive me for all my sins; I've been very wicked, 0
Lord I but I come rejoicin' in yo' forgiveness. Don't matter
bow much we've done, or how bad we've been, we have yo'
promise of fergiveness if we repent. And now, 0 Lord, when
I come to Thee, and leave my wife and little children alone,
without no one to take care of 'em, I pray that you will take
care of 'em. Oh, Gawd I I won't ask yon nothin' more, but
only to forgive dese gemmen for killin' me. Dey don't think
dey're doin' wrong, 'cause if dey did dey wouldn't do it . Dey
So forgive
think I done de dtJed, but you know I didn't.
'em, 0 Lord, and bless 'em for His sake. Amen."
The crowd hesitated for a moment, but before they could
move a man stepped quickly forward and cut the rope that
was tied around the negro's neck.
"Go," he said ; "you are free."
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A cry of astonishment broke from the crowd.
"What's the meaning of this, Ross 1 Look out there, the
nigger'll get away; we're going to shoot."
"°Gentlemen, the man that shoots him shoots me first.
That man is innocent. No man could have spoken as he
We have already wronged him
has and yet be guilty.
enough, and there shan't a hair of his head be touched."
The others demurred, but Ross was firm. Finally one of
them turned to the others:
"After all, men," he said, "it's Ross that's been wronged,
and he ought to have the say so in this matter. But look here,
Dick West; we believe you are guilty. Yon are going back
to town with us now, and you'll be given a fair trial as soon
as we can get a jury together. And I want to tell you right
here, if yon are guilty, you'll make a meal for the crows
inside of a month, or I'll kill yon myself."
That night the rickety old jail was well guarded, but the
next night it was broken open, and in the morning the bird
had flown. The country was searched from end to end, but
no trace of him conld be found. Finally the search was
abandoned, and he was never heard from again.
Mrs. Ross lingered on for several days, entirely unconscious.
She had evidently heard some one in the dining-room, where
the money was kept, and, going to see who it was, had been
struck on the bead with a -stick as soon as she opened the
door. Day by day she weakened, and soon the doctors said
the end was near.
The sorrowing family gathered around her bed-side, hoping
that she would regain consciousness and that they could take
leave of her before she died.
When the end eeemed a question of minutes, she slowly
opened h_er eyes, and a look of recognition spread over her
face. Each one in tnrn took her hand and bade her farewell.
Last of all came her husband. '' Mother," he said, "do you
know who struck you i"
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Her eyes looked "yes."
" Can yon tell us i "
Speech seemed to have left her, but she made a brave
struggle . Her breath came thick and fast. Her lips moved
inaud ibly, but finally, with one heroic effort, she gasped,
"D ick West ," and died.

J.

DAY

LEE.

I Th ink of T hee.
[The editor-in-chi ef thinks the following poem was dedicatefl to one of our most attractive co-eds.]
I think of thee when morning robes
The eastern skies in gray;
Wh en dew-drops bright, like pearls of white,
Bedeck the new-born day .
As day proceeds, and Pbrebus' steeds
Climb slowly to the brink,
Ev en whil e they wait at noon-day's gate
Of thee I love to think.
Wh en twilight comes, that sweetest hour
To lovers everywhere,
Each ru stling leaf with me in grief
For thee wafts up a prayer.
All through the day of the alway
My spirit pines for thine;
In dream-land fair thy face is thereThy face and only thine.
Though earth and hell, and heaven so dear,
May sometim es be forgot;
Not from this heart that beats for thee
Can time thine image blot.
AROHlBALD

CLAY HARLOWE .

A REVERIE.

A Reverie.
Io the bright red glow of the fire I sat,
With the ghost-like shadows abont;
And the great blinds creaked on their hinges old
As they swung in the storm without.
The wild wind shrieked as it tore through the trees,
All bent 'neath its furious blast;
And the twinkling stars shone e'er and anon
In a sky with clouds overcast .
Close to the hearth, with a shudder, I drew,
And the logs I piled higher and higher;
In the warmth of their blaze I lay and dreamed
As I gazed in the roaring fire .
My thoughts turned back to the days of the past,
And the storm moaned sadly without;
Long I lay and dreamed, in the ruddy light,
With the ghost-like shadows about .
In the flames appeared the face of a girl,
And my eyes were blinded with tears,
As I thought of the one I'd loved so well
In the distant and by-gone years.
On a Christmas eve, in a year long since,
My wife she bad promised to be;
And happy, I pressed a kiss on her lipsThe lips of sweet Rosa McCrea.

All life seemed joyous and bright to me then,
With my own true love at my side;
And I longed for the day when theu I could claim
Fair Rosa McCrea as my bride.
But the spring-time came and the balmy days,
And the earth seemed happy and free;
When the flowers bloomed and the wild birds sang,
Then my love was taken from me.
With her hand in mine and a last long kiss
Did she peacefully pass away;
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With a broken heart I was left to grieve,
And they laid her beneath the clay.
And the years are come and the years are gene,
Since she promised my bride to be;
Still deeply I long for my own true love,
And the wind whistles mournfully.
Now the dying flames lick the chimney wide,
In the east are signs of the dawn,
And the mellow sounds of a distant bell
Tells the birth of the Christmas morn;
And still by the side of the fire I lie,
With the ghost-like shadows about,
And I dren.m of the girl I loved so well,
While the wild wind sobs from without.
L. L. JENNINGS.

".There is One."
When thy way is dark and drear,
And friends seem cold and dull,
There is One who's always near,
Thy griefs and cares to lull.
When thy hopes you try to
And clouds thy hopes do
There is One who'll always
To make thy hopes more

rear,
blight,
steer
bright.

When thy foes around thee stand,
And conflicts press thee o'er,
There is One always on hand
To make thy foes feel sore.
When worried by thy daily ways,
And tired with heavy breast,
There is One who always says,
"Come; I will give thee rest."

w.w.w.

J nst before we were ready to go to press with
CHRIS1'MAS the November issne of the 1\hssENGE& we
NUMBER
found that it would be impossible to get out
two numbers before the holidays. We thought it wise, therefore, to combine what material we had fo1· November with
that of December, and give to onr readers a largor number
for Christmas. This we have done, and we hope that the
new dress in which it appears and the increased amount of
literary matter it contains will take the frown from the brow
of any who have looked in vain for the November number.
Just here let ns say, too, that from now ou it will be our
out on tho first of each month,
purpose to get the MESSENGll:R
instead of the latter part of the month, as has been the case
heretofore. We may not succeed in doing this next month,
but we hope to do so later on.
A pleasant Christmas and happy New Year to all.
Some things are not easily forgotten. It
has been quite three years ago since Prof.
OF TRAINED
S. 0. Mitchell, in one of bis bright and
DIPLOMA.TS,
happy class lectures, said : "The need of
trained diplomats to father our American democracy has never
been so great as at the present."
If we recognize, even in a small degree, the present problems of our country, we cannot fail to see that our professor
was right. Whether he saw tlien what a great many men see
to-day is unkuown; however, it cannot bo denied that, with
the expansion of America's foreign trade and the extension of
her territorial possessions, the character of our diplomatic service comes up for renewed consideration.
That the American people need men, other than raisers of
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pigs and packers of pork, to control their home affairs and to
provide the best and wisest policies that bear on their future
international relations, is as apparent as anything can be.
In bis recent lecture in Richmond, Senator John W. Daniel
spoke earnestly and eloquently of the need of politicians,
He said that many people thought there was too much politics in our country, and added that he differed with any who
thought thus. He argued that lawyers, doctors, business
men, bankers, and all classes should attend political caucusses,
acquaint them selves with what was going on, and should make
a careful study of all matters pertaining to the interests of the
people.
We agree with Mr. Daniel in what he said. It is true that
all men cannot lead in politics, nor is such a thing desired, yet
there is great need of more politicians, more political leaders,
for our American democracy is no longer safe with men to rule
who have given only a few months, or even a few years, to the
study of the great problems that confront the American people.
For the last fifty years a hard struggle has been going on in
every sphere of American life to develop specialists. We bad
a hard and long :fight before the people would let Congress
build schools at Annapolis and West Point for the training of
sailors and soldiers. The same kind of a struggle has been
going on in law, medicine, and business. A man without
training and experience is now worthless in responsible
places.
But diplomacy with us has never been reduced to specialis~,
for no other reason perhaps than that our business with other
countries has up to the present been so simple that ~ten a raiser
of chickens could attend to it. But we have now. reached the
parting of the ways, and, unless diplomacy is reduced to a profession and madti a life-Jong study, the nation will not be able
to do business intelligently and wisely with foreign peoples,
and we are sure to suffer ridicule, humiliation, and misfortune. Indeed, we believe that instances can even now be
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potnted out wherein we have been cheated or humiliated for
the want of competent and trained men. The traditional
opinion, that all we needed of a diplomat was to help some
American out of trouble or introduce him into royal society,
illustrates our present notions of diplomacy. The opinion is
erroneous. We need men who know how to keep us out of
unnecessary war, danger of which increases with the increase
of foreign relations.
In taking our part in the great movements of the twentieth
cen_tury, and in dealing with the enormously difficult problems which ~re certain to arise, we shall need, above everything, men adequately equipped for the task. Nothing short
of the most complete organization which the experience of the
most enlightened nations of the world suggests will serve for
the work we have to do. We can no longer be content to
build a new diplomatic machine at the close of each presidential term, and look forward to throwing it aside when it is
just beginning to work with some degree of efficiency. Next
to the establishment or' a well-equipped and trustworthy army
reserve, there will be no more urgent undertaking for our
Government than the re-organization of its diplomatic service.
That there would be great opposition to any change all are
sure; but to doubt that a change will be made some time in
the future is to doubt the success of the nation in the new
career upon which it is surely entering.
We are glad to give to our readers the letter from our old
and highly-esteemed friend, R. E. Loving, now a student (as
the letter shows) of the Hopkins University. We are sure
that this letter will be read with intense interest, and we hope
it will stimulate other Richmond Ooliege men to enter that
most excellent University.
We are glad to give our readers the excellent article of our
old friend, Robert B. Munford, Jr., now a student in the Uni-
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versjty of Chicago. He is well fitted to write on college settlements, as be is actively identified with the work at Hull
Honse, the famous enterprise of Miss J a.ne Addams. We
trust that Mr. Munford will follow up the present article by
another description of "Hull House."
The following splendid letter from Berlin
A LETTER FROM was written by Mr. W. S. McNeill to one
AN ALUMNUSIN
.
.
GERMANY.
of his old teachers. It fell rnto our hands,
and we asked the privilege of giving it to
our readers, many of whom remember the writer most pleasantly during his stay in our College. We trust McN eill is
blazing the way to University life which many of us will
follow.
BERLIN,November 9, 1899.
Dear Professor,-Now that the University work is going
regularly, I thought you would probably like to hear something of it.
The building itself, the libraries, reading-rooms, &c., round
about, are regular bee-hives. Students from all parts of the
world are striving, struggling, running, and what not, in the
desire to reap the benefits here to be had. No one troubles
himself about any one else. It looks like a little world
hedged into narrow limits, so that one can see the play of life
as it unfolds itself on the big sphere about us. The number
of J apanesc students is noticeable. That they study generally statesman-making branches is also worthy of thought.
I am hearing Professor Delbruck on "General World History from 1789 to 1862," Professor Schmoller on "Practical
Political Economy,'' and Professor Seckel on "The History
of Roman Law."
The latter is quite a young man, and seems not to try to
be original, but simply gives the history of his subject in a
plain and clear-cut '!ay.
Professor Schmoller is •probably :fifty years old, and is a
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good type of the vigorous German professor. He is now
giving a running history of industrial Germany, which will
lead to the study of Germany's economical condition of
to-day. His principle seems to be to explain (for example)
why corn in Lubeck in 1500 could be sold for so and so much
and twenty-five years later it could not be done. As he emphasized, no principle can exist after the conditions which
forced it to life have ceased to be.
Professor Delbruck is much younger, and probably more
fiery. He is dealing with such . an exciting period, though,
no one can hear him and keep still. His big point in preparing for the Rev:olution was that, instead of the monarchy
was too
in France being too strong, the opposite is true-it
weak. Another, which he mentioned to-day, was to show a
certain distinction between the Revolution and the Reformation. Luther said it was a matter of indifference to him
what his relation to the Church or State might be, but that
his faith must be at rest with God. Mirabeau (as a representative of the Revolution) said it was all the same to him
what his faith might be, but that "some such o' thing" was
necessary for the State. It is a pleasure to hear Delbruck.
Every day he tells something brand-new-to me, at least. I
am constantly impressed with how similar his ideas are to
yours. Of course he goes more into detail than you had time
to in our course at College, but the broad, general idea about
the sweeps of history is astonishingly the same, really. Sometimes he says the very same thing, only with quite different
sounds, of course. The entire system is excellent. I am
delighted thoroughly.
As to the language, though, I am still in trouble. The
working into another tongue is a much slower process than I
could have possibly imagined. One learns something about
it every day, but it comes so gradually that one cannot know
just how he is doing. All the difficulties, despondencies, &c.,
however, cannot decrease the unlimited joy and pleasure one
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derives from bearing those lectures. That is rapture which
I should like to share with you.
I have rented a room in the Friedrichstrasse, and am burning late oil therein these times. 'Tis somewhat cheaper, and
I am much better satisfied. The family is poor and plain, but
a son is a graduate of the University.
I find him quite helpful and companionable.
I read the German papers regularly, and try to note their
politics. All are against England in this war, but not so
strongly as in '96. They criticise America very severelynot because she wishes to expand, but because she began
under the pretence of humanity.
November 18th.
As you will notice, I was interrupted several days ago, and,
as your letter came this afternoon, I'll resume.
Glad to know that things are doing so well at the College.
The hard, earnest efforts of the last year or two are beginning to tell, and will probably come in rapidly now. Am
sorry, though, that the physical side there is not more interest
ing for the students and citizens. It may be a" cranky"
idea with me, but I can't help but feel that more virtues lie
in that sphere than we think.
I sometimes believe that athletics, correctly developed, would do n good deal toward !'estoring that old, before-the-war chivalry, which, minns its
hot-headed foolishness, must increase the regard of one gentleman for another.
The whole South seems to be prospering.
Greenville,
S. 0., is fairly bubbling over with new factories, an electric
car line, new ideas, and what not. Wonder if our industrial
turn bas come 1 'Twould be funny if we torn therewith into
high tariff advocacy, protection for the "baby ind uetries,"
&c. That can very easily be, for, as Profe sor Sc:hmoller
says, all politics, all wars, all constitntions, are, to a greater
or lea! (usually very strong) degree, fonnded upon "business,"
even the religious wars I
Remember me very kindly to all my friends about you,
please. With best wishes,
Yours most respectfully,
WALTERS.
MoNEILL,

All of our last session O'raduates are doing well. A. Paul
Bagby (M. A.) is teaching school in Eastern Virginia, and is
going to study for the ministry next session. R. W. Durrett
(M. A.) is principal of the Delta Academy, in Middlesex.
A. J. Ha11 (M.A .) is pastor of the Monroe Baptist Church, this
city. E. S. Ligon (M. A.) is principal of the graded school
. T. Mc iel (M. A.) is principal of
in Dotbam, Ala . J.
the Gordonsville .Academy and pastor of the Baptist Church
there. II. G. offsinger (M. A.) is teaching in the Windsor
Academy. Claybrook Cottin~ham (B. A.) is back at college
for bis M. A. J. A. Garrett (B. A.) is assistant principal of
the Rockingham Military Academy . Fred. Gochnauer (B .
.A..)is studying medicine at the University College of Medicine, this city. J. E. Hicks (B. A.) is back at college for
his M. A. J. D. Lee (B. A.) is back at college for his M. A.
W. S. Mc eill (B. A.) is at the University of Berlin, where
be expects to spend three years. Henry Martin (B. A.) is
teaching in the Fork Union Academy, Virginia . F. N. Moore
(B. A.) is back at colleO'e for his M. A. J. W. and S. L .
Morgan (B. A.'s) are both at Crozer. Jo iah Moses (B. A .)
is back at co11ege for his M. A. V. M. Myers (B. A.) is
studying law at the Columbia University. R. W. Neathery
(B. A.) is teaching at Clover, Va. R. 0. orris (B. A.) is
studying law at his home in Lancaster county, Va. C. C.
Pearson (B. A.) is principal of an academy in Lancaster
. M. owe11(B. A.) is back at college for his
county, Va.
M. A. C. E. Taylor (B. A.) is at Crozer. C. T. Willing. W. Freeman (B. S.) is back
ham (B. A.) is at Louisville.
at college for his M. A. ·
Few days in the history of Richmond College have been
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as not.ed as was Frida.v, November 17, 1899, for on that day,
by the dedication of the two new buildings recently erected
on the College campus, Richmond College was placed among
the foremost of the institutions of learning in the South.
The delegates of the Baptist General Association of Virginia began to arrive at the College in large numbers early
in the morning, and before 12 o'clock the College ch41,pelwas
packed by delegates and other friends of the College, who
desired to witness the formal opening of the two new buildings. The buildings are the Science Hall, which cost
25,000, and the Memorial Dormitory, which cost 20,000.
Dr. W. E. Hatcher, president of the Board of Trustees,
presided over the meetings. Prof. Joseph S. Ames, of Johns
Hopkins University, made the dedicatory address of the
Science Hall. After this address lunch was served to the
visiting delegates, and about an hour was spent in inspection
of the new buildings. .At 3:30 o'clock Dr. J. L. M. Curry
delivered the address at the opening of the Dormitory building. After this address Dr. Hatcher presented the keys of
the new buildings to President Boatwright.

It is with g1·eat pleasure that we announce an intercollegiate debate between Randolph-Macon and Richmond
Colleges, to take place at Richmond the first Friday night in
March. As this is something new in the annals of Virginia
history, we look forward to it with much interest. The two
colleges have often met on the athletic :field, but never on
the field of debate. We believe that such a debate will increase rivalry of the most generons nature between two institutions already bound by indissoluble ties. The RandolphMacon students will come determined to conquer or die, but
they will meet "foemen worthy of their steel." The debate
in the chapel will be followed by a most magnificent recep·
tiou, tendered the guests in the Society Hall. Richmond will
be represented by Messrs. J. Emmerson Hicks, B. A. '99, and
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F. W. Moore, B. A. '99. :Messrs. G. T. Lnmpkin and H. W .
Brunk have been elected alternates. None of these are inexperienced, having fought on many n hard -coutested field of
debate . In anticipation of the event, the entire College is
aglow with enthusiasm. It is earnestly hoped that the debate
of 1900 will establish a precedent.
E
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Prof. Harris Hart (B. A.., '96), of Roanoke, is the State
representative of the Southern Educational Association,
which will hold its annual meeting at Memphis December
27th, 28th, and 29th, and he will be glad to correspond with
teachers and others who are interested in the cause of education, as he hopes to carry a large delegation of Virginia educators to this, probably one of the most important meetings
of the Southern Educational Association.
W. E. Gibson (B. A., '97), J. W. and S. L. Morgan (B.
A.'s, '99), W. W. Edwards (B. A., '98), W. L. Richardson,
E. F. Garnett, E. R. elson, 0. E. Taylor (B. A., '99), W.
B. Daughtry, John Goode (B. A.., '9 )~ G. H. Cole, W. E.
Howard, and Jimmie Shaw are all at Orozer this session .

_, CIBRARY
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Richmond College took some part in the Baptist Congress,
which was held at Pittsburg, in November last. Of those
whom we claim who took part in the programme were Dr.
W . C. Bitting, of New York City; Rev. Howard L. Jones, also
of New York; Professor E. B. Pollard, of Columbian Univer sity, and our own Professor S. 0. Mitc:hell.
The '' Collegian a" editors wish to express their thanks to
Professor S. 0. Mitchell and Pre sident F. W. Boatwright for
the valuable service they rendered them in giving information
about the alumni, and also for other valnable suggestions.
Mr. R. W. Buchanan, graduate in law last June in Rich_
mond College, writes the secretary of the College that be bas
successfully passed the Arkansas State examination, and entered upon practice in the town of Fayetteville.
Professor Louis Franklin Snow, of Brown University, paid
the College a visit during the early part of this month. He
reported a most auspicious beginning of President Founce's
administration in that institution.
Mr. Jesse R. Binford, who has been made principal of the
Valley School in Richmond, is a graduate of this College.
Richmond College men are surely working their way into
prominent and useful places.
Prof. 0. H. Cocke, president of Hollins Institute, and
Prof. R. H. Hudnall, Professor of English in the Polytechnic
Institute of Virginia, stopped on the campus during the
General .Association.
The Mu Sigma Rho and Philologian Literary Societies are
working hard to repair their halls. The repair is greatly
needed, and we hope the alumni will come to our aid in this
noble work.
President F. W. Boatwright is going to deliver the bacca-
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laureate address at the Seminary jn Louisville next May, and
also the address before the literary societies at Orozer.
Professor S. 0. Mitchell delivered a lecture before the
Randolph-Macon Circle, of Danville, Va ., on November 24,
1899, upon the subject of" Christian before Christ ."
G. C. Smith, one of our last year boys, was married on the
14th of November to Miss Hazelgrove, at the Second Baptist
Church. We all wish them a happy life.
Dr. Mac Vicar, the Superintendent of Education of the
American Home Mission Society, was a guest on the campus
during the first week of December.
W. T. Derieux, D. D., who has been in Spartanburg, S. 0.,
for some time, bas accepted a call to Venable-Street Baptist
Church, this city.
Mr. John Harrison, a son of our late Professor of Latin,
Edmund Harrison, married Miss Josephine Pollard on October 12, 1899.
W. 0. Carver (M. A., '91) has been given the Chair of
Systematic Theology in the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
A. R. Willingham, one of our '97 boys, bas been made a
colonel, and is now a member of the staff of the Governor of
Georgia.
During the week of prayer Rev. Ashby Jones gave us three
able talks. Dr. Tupper and Prof. Mitchell also assisted us
greatly.
Hurrah for Sam Morgan I We hear that he has gotten an
hundred in Hebrew every month that he has been at Orozer.
Prof. Sampey, Judge Barksdale, and Dr. James have led
the morning prayer services for us during November.
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Miss Mary Johnston, the an thor of "The Prisoner
Hope," paid the College a visit ·not many weeks ago.

of

We are glad to hear of the success of Mr. C. M. Graves
(B. A., '96) with the Richmond Dispatch.
J. C. Wiatt (M. A., '83) has been elected principal of the
Ohurchland Academy, Ohurchland, Va.
0. A. Folk (B. A., '89) has been elected pre sident of Baskerville Female College, of Tennessee.

We are glad to learn that Mr. R. C. L. Moncure - is better,
·
ancl we hope that he will soon be up.
Moncure's nurse did so much to cure him that now he
thinks she'd make a fine Moncure.
C. 0. Crittenden (M. A., '95) is Professor of English and
History in Henry College, Texas.
President F. W. Boatwright's
during the General Association.

father stopped with him

R. S. Garnett (B. A., '98) has recovered from his illne ss,
and is at Rochester this session.
We are happy to know that we have fifteen boys from
Windsor Academy this session.

H. E. Jones (M. A., '91) has been appointed an instructor
in the University of Chicago.
Professor S. 0. Mitchell expects to spend his holidays with
his mother, in Mississippi.

H. C. Smith was again unanimously
the General Association.

elected secretary of

Cornelius Vanderbilt left $50,000 to Vanderbilt University
and $100,000 to Yale.
Things seen : Prof. Mitchell whistling.
in December.

A negro sweating
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J. C. Johnson (M. A., '98) is principal of the Franklin
High School.
Miss L. G. Winston (B. S.) is doing some special work in
physics.
We were glad to see Joe Myers on the campus not long
ago.
WHAT I AM GOING TO DO CHRISTMAS.

James D. Gwaltney: "Sermonize, soliloquize, 'phil 'osophize, eat pies, and 'look-in-her '-eyes."
Carlyle Broaddus: "Going to stay here and study."
R. L. Hudgins: " Going home and hunt dear."
A. D. Jones: "Ob, I don't know."
W. A. Herring: "Going home to fish."
J. W. Simmons: "Going bear alias beer hunting."
H. H. Robinson: "Going to ditto."
J. N. Williams: "Going to New York, via Baltimore and
Philadelphia; expect to return via Jacksonville, Fla. Went
to three recitations before Christmas; will go to two after the
holidays."
Hermon Taylor: "Going to Lookout Mountain, bear and
dear hunting."
Elisha Barksdale:" Going home to tell my girl my troubles."
J. W. Durham: "Going to chew rice and try to get
' Bigger.' "
Miss Pilcher: "Going to eat, drink, and be merry."
Miss Williams: "Tell you later."
Julian Rawls: "Going home. 'Phew.' "
M. B. Booker: "Going to Halifax, to have a hot time and
drink kidney cure with a fair maiden of sixty summers."
L. L. Gwaltney: "I guess I'll have to telegraph my baby."
A. J. Hall (M. A. '99): "If I don't go to Raleigh there
will be something funny on hand."
Miss Hardesty: "Going to stop (i) flirting."
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Miss Quarles:" Going to leave the Russell of college life and
. qme
't" .
spen d a week 10
J. Peter McCabe: "Going to study 'Tommy.' "
Traub: ." Going l'ayne hunting."
Savage: "Going to see 'mamma,' too."
J. Moses: "Rest from labor and dream of the happy past."
L. L. Jennings: "Going to rush' fillies.' "
Kennon Henning: "Going to take inventory."
W. A. Wallace: "Going-well, it's hard to tell."
F. R. Steel: "Going to hunt my pet dear."
W. S. Boatwright: "Going to stay on the campus (nit)."
L. H. Walton : " Wait till I get there."
C. Cottingham: "Going to Sunday-school and dances."
Dunaway: "Going to live easy on pork-chops 'gre-as-reasy.' "
Woodward: " Going home to skate, if it freezes; to slide, if
it snows."
Myers: "Going to see my 'Georgia Rose.' "
Roy D. White: "Don't know, and who does¥"
T. E. Carney: "Going home to see my darling."
F. W. Coleman : " Going to eat turkey and drink egg-nog."
H. W. Goodwin: "Going to cram for Judge Gregory."
W. W. Gaines: "Going to South Carolina."
L. M. Ritter: " Going to stay here, read 'Kelly's parallel,'
and do a reasonable amount of quilling."
Drake: "Going borne to rest-been working hard." (f)
F. W. Moore: "Going to Scottsville-been there before."
S. M. Sowell: "Going to eat oysters wherever I can get
them."
Day Lee: " Stay in Richmond; eat, drink, and be merry."
Fred. Moore: ' Have already spent part at 'Cedar Hill,'
nestled at the foot of the Blue Ridge; wm spend remainder
in the 'Oity by the Sea.'"
Sanford: "I am going 'molly-cottoning.' "
Downing: "I am g-going h-home."
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P. P. Deans: "Eat turkey and oysters, and try to make up
with a 'sister.' "
Pitt: " On Barton Heights, killing, :filling, 'phil '-ing, and
quilling." (1)
Shepard: "Make a voyage to Greece, and visit Clio on the
way."
W. J. Pack: "Going to hunt turkeys." [His girl lives on
Turkey Creek.]
Russell Owen : "Sigh for the girl I left behind."
Crumpler: "Prospecting the judge's lenity."
Parker: "Going to see her."
Gay: "Going home to reform."
Hart: "Quill, as usual."
Wood: '' Back to the mountains, to fox hunt, dance, quill,
and drink egg-nog."
Skinney: "Bite booze, drink egg-nog, and visit girls."
Yoder: "Preach to an audience of one."
Seay : " Stop (1) studying."
Matthews: " Eat tripe."
Misses Johnson, Pegram, and Thalhimer: "When shall we
three meet again i"
E. H. Taylor: "Do everybody, everything, everywhere I
can."
E. C. Taylor: "I am going to visit Richmond College."
McConnell: "Going to ask her again."
Bostic : " Me I Did you ever see me do anything i "
Duerson: "Gather inspiration for the rest of the season.''
Moseley: "Eat."
C. H. Pack: "Unpack."
Lumpkin: "Going to have a 'pony' auction."
Buxton : " What does a fellow generally go home for 1"
T. T. Belote: "I shall hunt the whirring quail, from the
rising of the sun till the goiug down thereof."
M. H. Belote: " I'm going to moralize on the Xmas that's
gone before."
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Spencer: "Give the' co-eds.' a rest."
H. H. Holland (Wild Bill): " _I shall lasso many a deer ( 1)
on the banks of the Black Water."
0. V. Robinson : "I am to stuff my stomick with fruit cake
and fill up the crevices with jelly."
G. W. Fogg: "I shall raise a big fog in Newtown."
E. L. Allen : " Going home to eat and rest."
G. D. Taylor: "What shall I do 1 Well, I shall do everything but study."
A. T. King: "I am filled up with ideas, so can't tell you
anything definite. I have an id ea I'll get married."
M. 0. Frazer: "Going home and do all my quilling."
S. D. Frazer: '' Going home to eat, and eat, and eat."
H. C. Ruffin: "I'm going home first, then to see her."
E. T. Smith: "I shall visit all my relatives."
W. W. Gordon: "I'm just going home-that's all."
C. M. Sh'eriff: " I'm going home to Mary land, to arrest my
girl."
C. M. Rock: "I shall destroy Turkey, ruin Greece, lick
China, and make Ha vana smoke."
R. F. Staple s : "I shall hunt and inflict punishment upon
that deer (?) that kicked me."
R. A. McFarland: '' I must stay here and study for Polly's
senior cl-a-ss.'~
" G. B. Ish is going home to sop every dish."
L. B. Cox: " I shall visit the scenes of my childhood ; eat,
drink, and be merry."
E. S. Pond: "I shall comfort my mother, see my brother,
and catch(?) me a girl."
P. W. James: "I shall see the prettiest girl in three counties."
0. C. Davis: "I'm going to read the MESSENGER with my
girl."
C. B. Wright: "I'm going to ride :five hundred miles to see
South Carolina's fairest daughter."
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Y. L. King: "Going to see the queen of Hanover."
R. L. Beale : "I shall not ride a pony till I come back, for
I shall live ea-re-sy on pork-chops gre-as-re-asy."
S. W. Dickinson: "I'm going to tree some several coons."
G. W. Harrison: "I'm undecided."
J. J. Johnson : "I hardly know; I shan't stay here though.''
H. ·c. Leonard: "I expect to eat taffy and give taffy."
R. F. Hicks: "I'm going home to find out who was the
mother of James. I think now, however, that she was
Joseph."
E. L. Rosser: "I shall rubber-neck for a while."
W. P. Powell: "I'm going to make things howl whereever I go."
J. H. Wiltshire: "I shall travel in the interest of my
laundry, and, in the meanwhile, exhibit to the country my
artistic hair-cnt."
C. N. Smith : "I shall use my battle-axe with• skill."
F. W. Kerfoot: "I'm going to see my sister." (1)
M. 0. Sowers: "Stay here and look after buzzards' roost."
J. H. Rowe: "I shall be the George Washington of Yorktown, and receive a complete surrender of heart and soul from
my fair Anglo-Saxon lassie."
J. A. Perdue: " I shall ride my pony every day to see my
dony '!
G. E. Carter: "I'm going home to have some fun."
Chambers: "I'm going home to have my breeches mended."
B. B. Abbitt: "On to Appomattox, to make a surrender."
W. W. Williams: "Going home and preach special sermons to a single audience."
Frank Turpin : "I'll tell you later."
H. A. Harding (Dogie): "I shall devote my time to studyhuman nature."
R. L. Powell: "I am thinking of devoting my entire time
to the ancient sciences, kissology and sqneezeology."
G. Frazer: "I'm afraid I'll :flush as usual."

At the semi-annual meeting of the trustees of the College,
held last spring, a petition was presented from the Athletic
Association, asking that a fee be charged every student on
entrance, to be used for athletic purposes. The request, or
petition, was referred to a committee. As yet no report has
been received from the committee. It is hoped that a favorable report may be made at the next meeting of the trustees .
It bas been the experience of those connected with
athletics at Richmond College that a lack of funds to run the
teams has al ways made a great success impossible. Of course
it cannot be argued that money alone can make a successful
team; yet it is extremely essential that a competent coach
be secured early in the year, and that a thorough equipment
be furnished each player or applicant. To do this, we must
have a guaranteed fund upon which we may rely.
The matriculation fee at present is less than that charged
at many other colleges, and the amount asked to be added
would not make it burdensome.
By the means of this athletic fee it is thought that many
men who now take little interest in the team would become
enthusiasts; for every student would receive a season ticket
to all contests on the home grounds. The presence of the
whole student body at every game would give a large crowd
of "rooters," would encourage the teams, and tend to draw
large crowds from the city.
The apportionment to the teams would be made by the
Executive Committee of the General Athletic Association.
Foot-ball, base-ball, and track teams would be ably maintained at a high standard, under the committee's care.
Every student should take personal interest in having the
trustees put on this fee. At their next meeting the matter
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should be called to their attention, and they should be urged
to a favorable action.
The foot-ball team of '99 is now a matter of
history. Due to the sickness of his mother,
the captain had to leave College for an indefinite period, and
then the full back was suddenly called home; so the team
disbanded, after a season of many hard-fought victories and
a few defeats when playing against great odds. All praise
is due to Captain Stone for his efficient services, and too
much cannot be said in praise of his energetic men.

FOOT-BALL.

B S

It is too early in the term to be prophesying

.
b ase-ba11 affairs,
.
A E•BA.LL. concermng
yet we ven t ure to

say that, although few of last year's team are with us, we still
have great prospects for the coming season. This is a game
always take interest, and we hope to
in which the "rats"
find among them worthy successors to McNiel, Bagby, Ray,
Ellyson, and Phillips, of former years. The Eastern Shore has
returned to us White and Sanford, who know how to handle
the stick, and, though hyperbolas and parabolas be described
by the wily twirler, we are sure that they will send the sphere
to infinity over the fence. Sanford, built after the architecture
of the Washington Monument, will stop anything at first base
that comes across his half of the diamond, and White, as to
base-running, can actually outstrip the ball itself, so that the
short-stop has to learn to throw the ball home to keep down
the score when he even hits the sphere for the in-field. But
we must not count chickens, or "spiders," before they hatch,
for the team of naughty-naught is still in embryo.
is in full blast, and som~ of
the students, who were never known to ride
.
anything but a Broad-street mule-car or a pony, are now
often found on the horse, the latest addition to the apparatus
of the gymnasium.

GYMNASIUM.The gymnasium
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The Athletic Association has decided to have a jollification
for the benefit of its finances, and the gymnasium instructor
is now training some of his best men for performing on the
parallel bars on that occasion.
And now may the Athletic editor voice the sentiments of
the students of Richmond College, and remind the trustees
that, with all their improvements, the gymnasium is not able
to hold its own in its new surroundings.
The room is by no
means suited for the purpose, and the adjoining dressing-room
will not accommodate ten men at a time. We understand that
our President, with his untiring energy, has plans for more
buildings and greater improvements, and we now beg him,
when he builds his next hall to give us or our sons, and
daughters too, a suitable place or places for gymnasium work;
and then, while he is doing all that, (and we know he can do
it,) why not also have in that next new building an auditorium
which can accommodate comfortably the large audiences which
come to Richmond College on all public occasions. The
chapel, now used for such purposes, is not large enough, in the
first place, and then the exercises there on all occasions are
disturbed by disorder at the windows and doors because tlie
room is on the first floor.
This year the tennis courts are not frequented as
they should be. Boatwright,
Spencer, Lee,
Taylor, Harlowe, Cottingham, and others are candidates for
the medals, while many oth r old students are taking new
interest, and the playing of the rats is of a high order. We
wonder why the mioe (co-eds.) also don't get into this game.
TENNIS.

The basket-ball season has opened at full blast,
BASKET
. · of t I1e team, h as h'1g I1
BALL. an d M r. H art, captam

hopes for good work this year. Mauy of the old
players have gotten their wind up on the gridiron and the
bandy field, and the gymnasium has given its aid. So keep
your eye on the team of Nitty-nit.

The October number of the Hampden-Sidney magazine
appears in the usually attractive form so characteristic of
this magazine, but it is not too much to say that its attractive and up-to-date appearance rather belies its literary contents. The fiction is, on the whole, fair, while" The Religion of the Norsemen" is decidedly more than mediocre; but
when one stumble s upon the book notices, in the latter part of
the magazine, one would be willing to wager almost anything
that the infallible printer had been guilty of a gross error in
the date upon the cover. Surely every loyal Southerner
should have read "Red Rock" months ago, and ehould be
looking forward with expectation to the appearance of someHow would "Quo Vadis" or
thing new by its author.
" The Choir Invisible" do for the next review,
The Georgetown College Journal, in its November effort,
presents an assortment of literary articles that places it among
the very first of our college publications. The fiction is good,
but the writer of "C auses which Led to Spain's Political
Decline" excelled himself in this masterly-written essay.
Numerous and well-edited departments, profuse and attractive illustrations, literary articles of thought, and poetry
of merit make the Georgetown College Journal the best
and most cosmopolitan of our November exchanges.
The neat cover of the William J ewell Student gives it a
place of honor for good appearances among college pn blications. " The Two Beams" is a pleasing and graceful bit
of poetry. We would like to see more fiction in the columns
of this creditable publication.
Why are the columns of the William and Kary College
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.Ko,11t!ilyentirely devoid of poetry~ Surely, it is not because
poetry declines as. civilization advances. The advantages to
be gained from verse writing-the development of a higher
literary taste, the refinement of nobler feelings, and cultivation
in representative journalistic work-are arguments enough to
prevent the elimination of poetry from a college magazine-a
medium of all these objects.
Commenting on the growing tendency of writers to make
their heroes men of strength, The Bookman selects a foot
ball eleven from among the brawny men of fiction. Glancing
over the list of names, we can see that such an eleven would
be well-nigh impregnable. Each player has been chosen
with a view to the qualities that are necessary for his position.
The following is the line-up:
Left End ......................
Mikea1 Volodyovsky.
Left Tackle ........ ............. Le N oir Faineant.
Left Guard ...............................
Pan Longin.
Centre .............. ......................
John Ridd.
Right Guard ....................................
Ursua.
Right Tackle .........................
Taffy Wynne.
Right End ......... ............................
Aramis.
Quarter-Back ...........................
D' Artagnan.
Left Half -Back ............... .Wilfred of Ivanhoe.
Right Ralf-Back ...............................
Porthos.
Full -Back .................
............................. A thos.

-Hampden-Sidney

lrfagazine.

THE EDITOR'S PROBLEM.

Conditions: So much space.
A, who can write, won't.
B, who can't write, won't do anything else.
C, who neither can nor cannot write, is ever ready to criticise
Question: How shall they be reconciled i
A solution, as "easy" as A, B, C, is desired before next

issue.-Ewohange.

EXCHA.NGE
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Prof. Ligon, being specially desirous of seeing the stars fall
last week, sat up till midnight, vainly awaiting their coming.
But determined not to miss the sight, he · set his alarm clock
'ror 4 A. M. At the rude jangling of this instrument of torture
he jumped out of bed and rushed out on the porch. Seeing a
brilliant glow in the east, he thought he was just in time _; so in
short order he rushed around and called out all the male
boarders, declaring that the stars were just raining. Great
was his chagrin, and loud the laugh on him, when it was discovered that the meteoric display was simply a pile of dross
burning at one of the turpentine stills.-.Dothan High School
Magazine.
VISITATION.

Brush your hair carefully,
Tie your cravat;
Then, smiling cheerfully,
Put on your hat.
That's preparation.
Jump on a sub-way car,
Stand half an hour;
.Jostl ed and jerked you are
Till you're quite sour.
That's transportation.
Filled with vague hopes and fears,
Ring the bell lightly;
Wait till the maid appears,
Ask her politely,
In expectation.
" Is Miss Priscilla home ? "
Then hear her say, sir,
In her politest tone,
"No, she's away, sir."
That's all damnation.
-Harvard Lampoon.

As this is the first time in the history of the
College that the Law Department has been
a1lowed representation in your magazine, I deem it a great
honor to have the privilege of extending to you, the Philologian and Mu Sigma Rho Societies, our deepest sense of
gratitude for the space you have allowed us in your valuable
paper.
It is with fear and trembling that we begin a work so entirely new to us; and yet it will be onr constant endeavor,
however far short of the mark we may fall, to make our
department compare favorably with your department .
Owing to the difference in people's tastes, it will be impossible for us to make everything in an article please everybody . Especially is this true in the discussion of legal
questions, which, of course, will be our aim, to a limited extent. To this end we ask yonr sympathy, and if, in reading
our articles, you have some adverse criticism, be lenient;
remember that perfection is not attained by a single bound,
but only by practice.
SALUTATION.

•

Nearly all the American institn tions of learn~~!!~ ing started from a very small beginning, and
we may say that the Law School of Richmond
Oo1lege is no exception to the rule.
When this school was first established (1870) it was not
very successful, because most people thought that the law
could be learned only by taking a systematic course at one of
the universities. Owing to such a small number of students,
and no endowment, the school was suspended in 1874 until
the beginning of the session of 1877, when it was re-established. In 1882 it was again suspended for about the same
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reason, in which state it continued until 1890, "when it was
made permanent by an endowment of $25,000, a gift of the
late T. C. Williams, of our city, to endow a professorship of
law as a lasting memorial of that liberal and wise alumnus,
friend, patriot, and trustee of the College." By this endowment Mr. Williams showed his long-cherished desire to-establish a first-class law school in the capital city of the Old
Dominion, which possesses so many advantages, not oly as an
social, but as an educational centre.
In 1890 Judge Roger Gregory, LL. D., was elected to the
professorship; in 1896 Prof. John B. Minor, B. L., and in
1897 Prof. E. M. Long, LL. B., who at present constitute
onr law faculty. All who are acquainted with this corps of
professors know that the Law Department of Richmond College is built on a solid foundation, and whose structure of
knowledge and acquirement is seldom equaled. They can
winnow the wheat from the chaff at sight, and that is proven
by the fact that almost instantly the Law School of Rich·mond College has leaped into the front ranks with the universities, and this advent has singled the beginning of still a
newer life, which foreshadows that new type of civilization
and invites all to share its benefits, each according to his
capacity for the work of unfolding it. While it is true that
the course in the Law School has been made a two-years
course, on account of such an increase and enlargement of
studies, yet it is not impossible for students to graduate in
one year, provided they have had extensive preparation before
entering; and, in addition to all these advantages, each student has the privilege of attending the "hustings" every
day, to visit the State Legislature when in session, and free
access to the fine libraries of the State and city. All of
these offer special inducements to young men to seek their
legal education at Richmond College. Of course it is useless
for us to say that they are availing themselves of this splendid opportunity, when a glance at the College bulletin will
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show that the number of graduates of each year will almost
double that of its predecessor.
We are also glad to know that the recent election resulted
in sending to the House of Delegates four alumni mem•
bers of the Law Class of Richmond College-viz : : Hon.
Thomas Edwards, King William county; J. S. Shelton,
Louisa; J. W. Flood, King and Queen, and 0. E. Folkes, of
Richmond.
This only proved that the convincing influence upon pub•
lie opinion is the sole means by which we determine the
progress and character of institutions.
How repulsively dry, narrow, and technical
THE STUDY seemed to us the law when first we began
OF LA.W.

its study, but, happily enough, we had friend s
who consoled us by telling ns that even in a deed ther e
was something beautiful, and that in time its parts and
arrangements would carry a charm; aud we believe what
the consoler said is true, not · only of a deed, but of all
branches of the law, if we can only find it, and we are
not in the least discouraged when we think how the law has
grown, why it has grown, and the extent to which it has
adapted itself from age to age to every social environment.
The dry bones have come together with a clash, and have
clothed themselves with life and reality.
We love the study of law, because, among all the .learned
professions to which men can devote their lives, there is none
so noble and so inspiring as that which pervades the ranks of
the legal profession. It is when we turn back a few pages
of history that our ambitions are most aroused. We see that
the wise founders of States, the framers and defenders of
free constitutions, the offices, both State and Federal, have
been, to a very large degree, filled from their ranks. We
point to Webster, Olay, Calhoun, Adams, Hamilton, Madison, and Henry as some of our greatest legal lights. Thou·
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sands of years from now their names will stand as synonyms
for freedom and for government . It is to their genius and
creative spirit that we largely attribute the formation ana.
preservation of our government, and to which all coming
ages depend.
We sometimes bear it said that the legal profession has
degenerated. This we do not believe. Time.shave changed,
and men have changed with them. The lawyer of to-day
doesn't have the same opportunities to display his ability as
the lawyer of a century ago-no taxation without representation to discuss, no British chains to unloose. But the lawyer who defends the innocent, who prosecutes the guilty, and
who aids in the solution of the great problems that are constantly confronting the American people, is performing duties
that demand the noblest qualities of the human race.

Detroit used to have a lawyer who was shrewd
SAVED HIM, enough to show contempt of court without
incurring danger of the penalty that would
have been visited upon an offender less diplomatic. He
was at one time being heard in an important case before
the Supreme Court, and made an assertion which elicited
from one of the judges: "That is not law, sir." "Pardon
me, your Honor," with a deferential bow; ." it was the
law until a minute ago. Now we accept a new principle,
established by a supreme authority." On another occasion
he was reading from an imposing-looking book in support of
a position that he had taken upon a legal question. "Just a
moment," interrupted the Supreme Justice himself; "do you
mean to say that you are reading good law i" "Not at all,
your Honor; only Supreme Oourt decisions." The most cutting thing be ever said to the same court was during the consideration of a desperate case, in which he had not a leg to
stand upon. He made a bold contention, which was falls.HIS WIT
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cious, but plausible, from beginning to end. " Blank," said
the Court severely, "I would not try to support the average
justice of the p'eace with such an argument as that." "Nor
I," was the quick response; "but I had what I considered
reliable information that none of the honorable members of
this honorable court had ever served in that capacity." "You
have practiced before me for years, Blank," said a Circuit
judge at one time, "and this is the first time you have shown
contempt." " Yes, your Honor," answered Blank; " I have
wonderful self-control."-Banker-Lawyer.
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